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ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
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FOLLOWS HIS SISTER.
Yotwg Harvey Bigham Died
Friday Morning
FROM CONSUMPTION.
AUDIENCE CHARMED
N-Trrr TrTT 1/L N- ‘‘'4
7-111 "vg
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i,oR BAD J. NUT A -IT OF DANGER BONKFT FUI.L OF BEES AWilY0 LYNCHED.
A Thriiling Narrative Del+ D -,''t Mind
ered Last Week.
,
1:1 FAMOUS BELLE BOY . JUST FAT
1111-s. Bettie Merritt Died the Same Day at .he ! Very Interesting ••Stoty 
of the G ory
Ags of Seventy Fire Years.
$OOT WAS BROUGHT HERE SATURDAY.
To the family of the Rev. J. W.
Bighain, of this city, the popular Meth-
odist minister, sorrows come not as
single Frees.
n'eselt before last. Miss Katherine,
the lovely sixteen-year old daughter of
the house, died from quick consumption.
Last Friday morning at two o'clock Mr.
Heresy Betharu clotted his eyes in death
a victim of the same dread disease.
Mr. Btettam was twenty-seven years
old. Mach of his life was spent in this
city, where he
that his father
was educated at
e.
lived during the time
was located here. He
South Kentusky Col-
aszeuag man of generous impulses,
gsnial disposition, and attractive man-
ners he made a hest of warin friends
here. Teutil a short time ago when the
incipient stages of the disease,vrhich re-
sulted in his death, developed, he was
apparently in the best of health and
manly •igor, and no one aeprehended
that at a few weeks he wetted lie cold
In death_ All who knew him are deep-
ly distressed, and the sympathy of the
community goes out in all sincerity to
the bereaved family.
A msasage from Madisonville was re-
ceived in the city last Fi elay convey-
ing the sad news of the death of Mrs.
Bettie Mennt, a former resident if
Hopkinsville and well-known and loved
by a large circle of fneeda in the city
and county. The death occurred at the
residence of Mr. A. E. Reese, a near rel
ative of the deceased, with whom she
bee e living several years Tne
•:. is due te sickness iucident to
ce itge.
Mrs. Merritt was born in this county.
She was about seventy-five years old.
She was the step mother cf Mr. Dan
Merritt, of this city, and an aunt of Mr
Thomas M. Jones and was closely re-
lated to a number of the moat promi-
nent families in the county.
She was a life-long Christian, chari-
table inclined, and did a great deal of
good in the world.
The remains were brought to Hop-
kinsville Saturday morning at six
o'clock, and were taken for interment
to the Merritt farm, near Laytoiasville,
where the family burying grounds are
located.
litneninatism Oared in a Day.
"Myetic Cure" for Rheumatism inc
Neuralgia radically ceree in 1 to 3 den.
Its action upon the syafem is remarkable
and mytiterous. It removes at once the
cause and the disease immediately dis-
appears. The first dose greed° benefits
1$ Deeds- Sold by R. U. Hardwick Drag-
Owl Nenkinierill.,
No
Theory Here.
The greatest claims for S.S.S. (Swift's
Specific) are made by those whom it has
eared, and after all the most valuable
reputation is one which is given by those
who speak from experience. We could
publish a page of what we claim S.S.S.
will do, bat the people prefer to read
of what it has done, and hence we give
the testimony of reputable, well-known
people in dttfereet peas of the country,
who gladly tell of bow S.S.S. has cured
them ofeblood diseases, alter tryine
ether treatment in tin.
No wonder S.S.S. has such staunch
friends. The eepetIence of t lease wnr-
take it to-day will be the same as ol
those who twenty years ago tonne it the
only cure. Blood dieeitees are obstinate,
and cannot be cured by one medicine
is a dozes which claims to cureothem
as when S.S.S. is taken with setialheerr7
retinas, after a disappointiute exeen-
esce with other remedies, it is not
strange that it has ssrateftil friends by
the score.
Ma. WILLIAM SoWIRS.
Mr. William Sowers, of Bradford Ohio,
-was cured by S.S.S. ten 3-ears ago of a
severe blocii poison. and writes that to
the day no teen of the dreadful diseaae
has ever returned. lie says:
"I had a terrible blood disease which
is considered incurable, and was treated
for a long time by the best physicians,
but they did me no good. The dis ase
seemed to get a firmer hold ou me, and
attacked my tongue and throat, which
were soon fell of vile ulcers.
"I changed doctor; several times, and
afterwards took nearly every blood rem-
edy on the market, without the slightest
benefit. After five years of treatment
which did me no good whatever. I was
Induced to try See.S. This remedy
proved itself equal to the case, for in a
few months I was entirely cured and my
akin was perfectly clear and smooth.
I could hardly believe that the cure was
permanent, but ten years have elapsed
apteeloko• sign of the disease has yet ap-
-
S 5.8. is a sure cure for Cancer, Ca-
tarrh, Contagious Blood Poison, Scrof-
ula, Rheumatism, Eczema, and all other
blood diseases, which other remedies
have so effect whatever upon. It is
Purely Vegetable
and is the only blood remedy which
is guaranteed to contain no tnercuty,
potash or other harmful mineral. S.S.S.
Is meet by all druggats.
looks on Blood and Skin Diseases will
be sailed free to all who address Swat
Ogee& Company, Atlanta, Georgia.
Mtn Who Wore the Grey,'
LIFE OF THE COttFEQERATC HERO,
EeinE,r Lccked City 0:-1.1 Not Be Infected
Up In Jail.
AND SLiz-EP.
the • .. 514Cie '0 14 ‘ve rat
Caw Rrpr31Cd.
ine:Stife.aT FROVIDED BY CeE TOWN ileW SOUTH: ee TRA'tie ARE IN:PECTED.
W,,li Yellow Fever.
FE' '74EFUCCES HERE
Cecil , itery P-ere . Beene Taken to Prevent
Cc :re CMi,r mG Pie Sta.e.
1 
1
Bo d re ' The 'ca law in Hopkineville which
(Mrs. Nat E. High) lecture at Tete se !rr vente feuiele prisoners teem 
beteg
Tabernscle. last week, missed a rate toe t to the work house ex 
put oil the
treat. A more appreciative audiente ' roek nil... The law is not r
ozaresd with
never assembled in the building. aiel !leach fever be the idn
eees or the peeve,
rapt attention was given every sentetece!sed an -nen is beteg made 
to have it
uttered by the famous heroine. ,.- -.Jed. as it is now the mnete
 1 -ism'
The narrative she delivered was of Her 1 • treqte stly crowded with ns 
gee* wo-
man alyent area and no woman le , :- -.• se , e. huring a ge od elect. •.
• , e'rep
America has had more thrilling, inter- i se° three .quare meals a day. 0, 
!et oh-
eeting or romantic. -'The story of the ' j , to 'it eying in j el arm ar.• not pa;..
glory of the wen who *ore the gray," i Pelted by icing confined for a 
/the, t time
thoroughly delighted, every one whelo. a yell alosey-ote *etre wotoeu ar
e
heard it. ; -ece 0 character,: MAI testers et .
ereater
Belle Boyd was born at Miutinsbnem 1 tennisheuelit than some of the 
ei... who
Vs , (now West Virginia; May 9th, 1444 , eerie linre from early minting :) late
of good old Virginia stock, being dire et . ; .teht nelking big rocks l
ittle.
ly descended from the Cavaliers who I, eller,- seould be some fit penalty 
pro.
early settled thst State, and who hatt ; cm. ,, f e '-;e tough females et 
1.o corm
ever been noted for their chivalry she; ••..• ...., ereactieti of tile pewee
 tie ht,
valor, it is to be supposed that Bete. I:, ern• '- and engage in street 
weer-
,- 1.- , i t. , last etas. Is the u.d3...-st of
he t -1- --i. brezeie fact's rot ne• e ate
nt e -.. ::•• .: tee streets. and their :tepe-
e: ' ,'• Ci."4. :101444 ig to weleknown to
e ',elle.- / ...phasie here.
ie '• 0.e, 'inflection and as it C.::gcleS-
Those who failed to hear Belle
Seed inherited a love for war-I
aehievenonts aud military ;eery.
had just finished her eehooling at Mo
Washington near Baltimore, beld , w
the war's alarm rang through the le
Her !ether, Beetiman Reid Boyd, ea
cast his lot with the First -Stonewa ;" • to ie., city coutieil, it may 
1.e well
Brieade, mud Belle Boyd, loving her Lie- t de et let innovation' rewic 
teeently
live South even all John of Arc los d ele preice circles by this 
*In .4:IN of
France, espoused the cause of the
ple f'lf• 1-LT.-d. willing if need be, to
down her life in their behalf.
It was at the battle of Front Rey I,
Vs , foneht on the 24th 'lay of etiiy,
1ee62, that she first earned undying fe
whc r. heaving ridden 54 miles the ni
before to carry dispatches to "Stole-
wall" Jackson, and becoming posseteleo
.1f mere information of great value, eihe
rise winos the battle field, betw
the firing of both armies to deliver to
Jackson. So grateful was Jacetton tba:
during a lull in the battle he sent her
back an autograph letter, thanking her
for her se-niece that day.
Shortie quo she was captured
teseen to the Old Capital Prison
Ws-eineten, being held there 34 3 p
oner for emit, months, ween sne a-
szehangen for Ocii. Corriere.), afterwar
General of the Irish Brigade. On hem
retro.* to Riehmond, she was adopted:0
the Child of the Army, and given a Oltp-
coin's eommettion in the C. S. A. In
May. 1864. after having paeatel thro
a series of adventures as thrilling
mantic as any recorded in the page/
uistory or fiction, she was ordered by
Jefferson Davie to run the bloekkde
with important dispatches. She galled
from Washington, N. C , on the Grey-
hound, 8th day of May, but was captur-
ed on the high seas, brought back tc
Boston and sentenced to be shot. Abra-
ham Lincoln commuted the sentenee to
banishment, and she finally arrived/ in
Europe and delivered her dispatches.i
After the general amnesty had been
pox-taint. d by President Andrew John-
:on. she returned to her home. Forthe
Peet ten yeers she has been telling her
story of the glory, of the men who ,ore
the Gray aid and earned a reputation
is a narrator of war incidents second
inty to her reputation for daring (teed
suct dashing exploits in the cause ut
t Ile eon f tele racy.
- 
_
Cascarete stimulate liver, kidneys lend
bowels. Never sicken, weaken or gripe.
i0c.
eeeireert 144.11. 'I his is enthiest were or
y ls Saw. estabn,Ontent of a female
u:••••:: 4:**.e,. Teat city is full in
• t.•g e ith negro %omen who never
tetek of :emitter a lick of woik or of
ear •ing an honest penny. It is to such
that the police have cletertumed to de-
vote atone of their energies, and tbe eon-
s, qwence is that a dozen or inor • are
eow engagen in workieg on the streets
under the oireetion of a special officer.
They are given the lightest of work
possible, and so far have only been em-
ployed in cutting down grass and weeds
and eleaeing out the gutters in the rese
• ..-- -Cc portion of the city.
111-• experiment has been note d by
ei • et papers of the Stet-' with
• ete, • eat iens to their lore! rev, no
et • t 's the tch, me, to t: 4,, th-
is that in stiett Owe tl.s ma-
-re st end tarter towns! will
ems, o-hst Jackson calls her female
rt gat.g.
e•
is
10
Goose-Bone Predictions.
gh
2'0-
of
The discouraging prediction that the
remainder of the month of September is
to be dry and hot, is made by one of/the
best known goose bone readers and
weather prophe te in the State. It is
hoped be is wrong in his conclusione.
but bet insists that he is not. The hul-
l. tin of dry weather is from Dr. Merc-
hant,. of Logan revelry, who is mita t,-
flnd from his eommuninge with imitate-
that the re is hule chance if retie to
emount to anythieg soon. He lecke tot-
cool weaher early in Oetober, andi for
early snows, but this ruonth is xpilnteo
to keep et; .117 as the proverbial like ,
CIPtIr Allison, the Elkhorn weakLer
prophet, also hoi-ea teat the we
moil after the met new tenon le/
het tine tee fall of raiu very light,
eat es also "hoe," and -s et
4E: , the pen-sent moon is very '
at.; t 
eotv."
lotto due.. ty its ineeew light.
A Good
be
We are gratiaed to atieounce 
Mr. B. CCerro:dew, of CI:re:toot densi-
ty, has b. en given the emitter-1°i ler
erste Setseur by the Democrats Dee
!Gaol se- of the Cl-mist al Heel Iot di: •
t L. Crensbaw is one of Owl best
posted m'-n in the district, and is Ter;
popular with all pertiss If he si
be able te bring met the etringth o
Poeuliet rot-e in the distriet and re
ie- ertire Demeeeatic vote, his eh
et Wei ere gesel Tie: is but
deli, Lis ard aultirg the bimetallic
in that district, and Judge Nunn
Deatocretie 001711i:re for Circuit
froth }Intel:Awe anti Judge Coo
Demoeratic nominee from this di
414 be hi,tf beeeticlarie, of the
binia-Cadiz • etepliotie
.
Tits Aeliusa
At the Retinal meeting of the
ould
the
Ave
us' ci
deer
Tess
the
e lie
the
rot,
rem
rise, I, oa▪ rIt 
Zei ci.i',4; C. .
flo k,,d, ,,,, r .., .
cie„4".1 AP14"..-.A 
.stoee 
 
_ It
.430- etch red t.,0,4.na
e
14
o
W4611Y4 It tas;_e od
,11**sir ci:c4:._ v
44d ' 50c f°111,,,cere 
etoes 
clir14. 15, 
- ilL
-'":.
ic4idel r.,),.* of ;:,....
rfft, ,... 5.  pi..., , .
411421ers 
•
Lizoi‘t•c.'4,1guarl.stee'i
•••
.2E NONINAIION OP TROIKAS.
nblicen Erott Insures thin Defeat of
area:hitt.
A Ca.liz corretipmeelent writes: "The
eoetivative of Thomna agaiest Dr
Le key. the fusion nominee for repre-
- etetivee.zsures the vote of every Pop-
-'let for Ceok in November, knit the
Deweerets are jnbilaeit over th, pros.
r Ceti- of E "weeping an.: MIti•
ef the enemy all g the
•••••• when election day rolls ermine."
Every eody Say So.
eeete Candy Catheertic, the molt;
eerfeirfut medical diserteery of ee. nvirc.
ogiont tefreehing to the 13441., act
..e.ely and electively on kidele--, liver
said boweee cleansing the enters...le:tem,
ereos, cure headache, levet, hab
. C01.141pation seed
; e,n7 and try a box of 0.0 C. to-
.; ; 10. 25, 50 rents Sled atm seetritn-
te: 4 In care by all dremrists.
- 
--•••••••-_-
DIU WE t •• Licenses.
ft!. Lio•f.r,on (buggy-tie licenses is
Len g 4, by certain teat nut- reale
• r• fue-ieg to grout lire-reset to erug-
•-. - • for •!:•• 5.410 of whisky et; eyeseetp.
•-• . ete• ease is beret brought et tee
the State officials, se the
reelerr ef the men in the Leesville
e-• teet. el by Judge Thompson. is cited
a- - me:wive. This oeinion was to the
:free-, thee the clerk innet fcrnish the
eereetriet Peewee" to emit applicant.
Foe RKNT -S:"-re house and deo-Bina
mite kit...lien fuel cabin. Aec'T to C.
.* IL, Hy , e: :tett
_
Tif
POIsr, Is
snowy Y ellekii
la near/ 1-11\7
tomer aeleek toniee__
rea e_ cor,r4e_ 
n'e chadre`nine ar?`-14.11
th..Th°t fie:1 .411r lock fartrk
bone_ uP and senic pui
rums fs_ fs
--"nerro,s. 'Jeer
Pre Bell It
Pen
tikunigt
Chill 1-
C,) 10h
-teen x.
eonebe. ee:e
eels , •Alt '40,4„ V"- 4 t" -
holders of •he Lenore Central, hey.. I^
Chicago, :;i:e test of the ese.G:e.) ear-
were repreeeted. The rspoits a
fed 'showed gross reeeiete of 12.3,11
• xponsea and taxes were ett
11.A 't
;
:
• leavirg as the i et !weir te !roe.
truffle $e,375,052. Other sources 4f la-
coilue sw.11tel the total net r. cei ts of
the road to $8,t39 249. ins total ex..: pr4
&to
-e
TPL, -
:741
•
ett-
P
charges and rent smounteo to $5.7 69e. Of k t Of IdDie dividends paid efurnit the year 1 ti
weir amoneted tis11,2,f25 1 410, a,dA914.-
wa• earned forward tu the serelue
aceount.
Notice:
MI persons holding bonria and clalie
against the Hopkinsville Hotel Coe.
patty areetereby notified to file salts'
with me at my alio.* in Hopei/ *see,
Ky., properly verified on or befeke te••
27ih day of September. 1e97. T
Istith day of August, 1897
rep- Wtereem T. FOWLER,
Master Commissioner Christian
Court.
No man or woman can enjoy
socomplith much in this world
offering from a torpid liver. f.
Little Early Risers, the pills that
that organ, quickly. R C. Ha
dare*
ife er
et hilis
itt's
ir gra*.
r.r,1 If
HUGHES' "OLD
I
R
SHC
ELIA
I
tI 
S
LE"
UtE
TONIC. SURE.
lei 11.00 botas. Druggists Have It.
4•41•4".•44.4 'II ;v.. 
-..:-‘4:44t4:,,t•
I'rice-A-Week Ctlicion!
le mots a w' 'k! paper' it year!
len: ONE DOLLAR. Pelee ' • .1 ever,
. •• reel r • day eXcept ' t The
Week Erli•ion of ti New
▪ it es toed is first ill no,- v ;Ili • • • ee kly"
e Jpers 'Se', freeileuce oft..•• •tt ron,
tom th to. ehness, wormer *eriety
It has sib L.. rite of
..t ettilv at the prit•e (.1 ,10,1ar
II4 re-we1.rrantr r,
. , accurate and imps!! , es all
leer' *ell testify. It to ae eot the
ni..nepereliee and for the people
7- pro.te the newts of all the world,
e•jog pecitil etoresporelence font ull
ete rr,,,, 110intri r.1.1 the Vele.. It,
• t Ls:el-ant illustrate-4,o cent/ems by
gcoat anthore, a capital bui-er Immo.
mark ts, tierictim.ittir Cr the
end women's ...erk a. I e • her
irestlis! .e.partmeete leterett
We ffer this umeinaled neotpaper
•••!
The Weekly New Era
Togeth,:r
One Year For $1.65.
Address NEW ERA, Hopkinaville, Ky.
•••• t'''•••••• ,
Some one- eus S eine men sr,
temit fin's en.• go crazy Hilli others
[Trend yr fever rumors
' et fe w eays six or eight
refugees f • eoi th., Soiete, have airtvee:
in the city This has given rise to the
teeee:? thee rPis dnrger of Telleas
jack y,t,r rn tnfeetteg Hopeineville
Teis rune). " bcorrtierre. Silly WO liable.
to work ine- • injury to emumertiel M-
k-rest.
Atide freee the faet that the roe',
weetiew meiree It inteestrittle fro an,
l ease% to cite p here, v, ly precautioe
;is heipg tae• • by the St et,* Board of
iHeal:11 to vent the el:se:tete in any
;sttete from • ....ring Kentoeky.
At Mee , .:s Junction, on the Denis-
! t Ne.' det pimileond. 111111 iti Ful-
ton, or. tb /entree Central, thorough
'new-cum. 's of all cars, contento
lazd 
ore rene.
W141!r. . transporting pawn-
6,-r froui iefecteil districts of the
South ttar, o thermighly inspeeted,
nes ester vr• • eerieg upon the disease
or hat-ice eeetemus of yellow fever,
hetes. beeit feeee
Dr. ArWii'l PrIl, of this eity, has been
sent be do. 000r Board to Fulton to as-
ii. the "ore .ef inspeetion.
Pasiseugere &ming through the State
waheur che• g., of cars Sr' not molested
or questioned, except as to their Oust-
oouoition; but those LA ho menu to
stop in Kentucky are at-kid for theft
names and Redresses, where and bow
long they have been in and from the in-
fested districts, and such other qnes-
tions as the officer of inspection thinks
necessary. The Lame of the person is
taken, the address at which he can be
found during his stay in the* State, and
he is also required to report daily at the
health office of the city or town to
which he is going, for ten days after
his airival.
When the I xemination of the passen
vos me, le . completed all are traus•
rred to et. s ye hich have been eerie-
treckeo. th. eeighly fumigated and left
there for 10 purpose of transferring
people fron, ths South. In the baggage
ear every trunk, package and parrel Is
opened, fumigated and the car tightly
eloped and melted.
As Peon es the cars are etnptied the
erk r.f frooigeting is begun and this
operatme L. eget- takes from five to ten
minutes fee err e coach. When this has
been i untie :al the ears am sidetracked
and left eta' ••ez for to enty-feur hours
• lieu they roe taken up, as were the
others, load with passengers and start
eel upon their destination.
The pre; t.r.oien used in fumigating
the ems b. termaldehydee considered by
ht”‘r, le a ••••••••!...n to krow, at tne teat
eud meet p • erful eiben:ectant known
to the scriee•-• ef medicine. The most
mot:ere arc let at improved generators
ere used ear . i n.. physiciars believe the
tee& t., be well e iel. perfeet.
Wttete . prettutions there would
be r.o deer L.,- an epidemic. A peyso
elan sat s te never did originate a
rise of yeilee fever in Kentucky ; clima-
tic Midi(' Amollitay prec orie the
pa.siI,1 10, I i rase ever origiaathig
and .e..tter how many suepeet-
ed eases, or eloped eases come lv-re,
In recover or ei -. there is absolutely lei
feeler?. of s veselsets contracting
.egesete. all oeculatuirt to the c-eitraiy
_
Lotwitlittaf •
W..," Aimt. li••'/V/
ii is folly t•• up a peer founeatien
• elecr eteeete, ter. oe iii hcedth.
feundeetee --lid is Lear-cure, and te
eeeeee eee-s by narcotics or nerve
et/repot-n-1e equally dangerous and de-
rept ive. 7 •t :rue stay to beild up
:wattle ie to me ee your loeod pure, rice
and tmertteitie by taking Hood * Sarsa-
parilla.
--
Hoed', Pete aet ereely and / roniptly
en the live: -rei bowels. Cure sive head-
ache 4
..htt.
The in .'-.' 'a,- of M13.4 Li ora Cehniene
ef the rt. *, • eerinine Jewish girls of
r'e.to tee noe Mr. I y Certoz, of Cie-
• ve• eelemtezed Wedneedny t f
mit Vi'sek .:r tenlien in the preseece of a
Leg.- After the ceremony a
eAudeeleie . was given at
heeieht•e ; •• • and at inidnielit the
ceople. an Eastern trip They
will metre , future borne ill CIIIElil•
!ASC. 11." . fOrIllt-Ily lived in Hop-
kite-vine. •. eantes John Moyer] ano
Max J. !o-)5U:: attended the ueptials.
-
To es cearteert.
Tlie, • sroser 1-y aed tooth:meter gen-
, 1 e.• • ••,. d ebeeet., the color of
tee t-trteet cent etemp f vavi en.hr-
wia, to iv ..4•44 of the shade LOW used
gorse a- •,t notes. Ten cent stemee
ehicie are •. printeeIii green, will Le
theneeee *use other color, peetehly
verse; e gretid frtttillim Palo
1:10 about iMu.000 eserwilly.
el the eel er• • in the cost of the two
inks.
•••••••••• AMMO, -
torttis.
Out, Cl". ta:-..couuty dealer says be
ties !hippo.. its'f r COe heal of (Title out
of Trig (-fleet, Keys the Celliz Tele-
phone. Ti.ere are tellers who loeve per-
heps 7; etere. It is (LStiMaiffi that
e.,e00 he•el, of , attle illoye been .hipped
:rem 'hie '-'oily this season. Our farm-
ers !should • neourege this profitable
tram), cut :leer industry, and not de-
fend so 1131'.7.• UPIVECCO.
-.mow -•
Lt. 11 billatiernlY.
Hera, coicred, who lived
near SprInge, dropped dead
het .ilt, rnene. Coroner Aliens-
ewer
land estideel that death was due
to h. art oeeer.i. Belling was eighty
years elel
,••, •. goes: over th. remain.,
t. le lie 1.11 rr
Try Lieee. eettert us a remedy for
vone toe* • If met, get is beetle new
dee eet The: medicine Hue been
foueeet to ie• peculiarly adapted to the re
eel nett ee. of all female ceinpluitits,
t•tieg n. wonderful direot influenee in
Levine strength and tone to the organs
If t em have Ions of appetite, constipa-
.tion. headache, fainting spells, or are
tont/owe sleepless, excitable', molten-
' eholy 1mm trim ided vi it miiiizzy ospells, Elet--
trim' Bittens is the 111,411i'llIN you need.
Health strength are guaranteed by
Its use. Fifty ewes and $1.00 at It. U.
Hardwiek's thltg store.
- - ,
CAPT.
Eight Dernovatic Cnncii-
dea fr,r Congress.
HARZ TO PICK WIN ER.f
Basievsd is-'t Or. Cta•ey Will Agaia filer for
1
1
i
.1.
ELLI , OF DAVIESS 1' RUNBILL
hI 4ilis4' Vii.
In tpite of the report that
not offer egain for Caegressi. it
be keels.- -- re hi'feieeds, writ a eor-
responq' • r•-• tiniot, that
ely will tessin autiouuce himeel
date for Congress in the Secondfitstrict. 
•
neck by his assailant's fist and did not
The '-n''-' re mx* tie going tetbe one receive the full force of the blow. The
of the • ieteretteet ever run in the fellow ‘see „,„ army
Penny* Liters will be at 1
eanelle - -r cl , eeeoceatie
lion, a is veree ,ert• laisri
the wi unw.
Dr. Ce.vils,
Tunnel f ele•Le-ae 0; Judge A111'",11of
Union; P. e of Hopkins; Mr.
eleGlett.ti Heed- team; perbape Mr.
Kelly, of :eine/ -;., )•;`onnty Attorney,
and nee • ee :we ma.. :1031 Deviets, will
enter ti •
It Is • . ineo-ere • ill be brought to
bear te • ewe thiet. ex-Congretee
man, e_ castor in the ring,
hut tea , I •••••• ees think nothieg
can in, - et low to uu this, as 1.is legal
budee :Lee ne: ell et his time.
I; is ' her ttie Hon. Thomas S.
Pettit. leto ie re, cell be it Populist
•. feel ilea-- will be a Itepubli-
eau of ..i teen locAl promitienCe in
the race.
It will le.. tlaec eel-tiered in the last
finish, and wilt b wstehed with more
interest then eve: Lefore, for croulitione
have changed sin& foimer races.
PERSONAI: POINTS.
Just a Moment
With the People.
The Man Who Yesterday .
Made An Assti:t
UPON PRESIDENT DIAZ,
01 Mexico. Wts Last Night Lytthrd
Trernindtes Mob of Cettneit.
WANTED TO RAKE AN EXAMPLE OF
ISPECIAL TO Saw Eat)
would City of M.xlco, Sept.17.-A rnffisn at-
said to tacked President Diaz yesterday during
the Independence Day ceremone s. The
Preeieet t WaS struck on the ha, it of the
S eight
owl '
o 
a.
Dr. J. A. Southall, of Benuettstown,
was in the city Monday.
Mr. le G. Terry and daughter, of
eeliz, were in the city today.
Miss Bessie Garth, of Trenton, is the
guest of Miss Katie Graham, near Cas
ky.
Rev. end Mrs. Early, of Memphis,
Teen.. are visiting Mrs. Willie Gold-
thwaite.
W T Fowler, of Hopkinsville,Master
cernini:sioner, went to Murray this
morning in the interest of Judge James
Breathe 1.-Padneah New,
Dr. R. L. Woodard lefteMonday for
New Yolk to take a special course in
the Polyeltnic Institute. He will be ab•
sent from the- city several weeks.
House PARTY -Missya May Settle,
Mary Potter. Mary Armatage and Mr.
Ft. 11 I) eleilesete al, of Bowliog Green,
compeeed a hoehe party at Mr. T. L.
Grahams, near Casky, last wee k. They
were gn. ste of his daughter, Miss Kate
Grsha:
K•:3L0RE -M: Allen Biskemore,
sou of %Liter am! ties. W Blake.
more, fete torn pc-minted to be Chief of
Eieetei l Legit* --re oy te New Or-
leans T-etiou Cerspatiy, in whoee tier-
seep hi at, teem, ee oil years. This-is
the meet intern eoo pesition, next Si)
thet of eiapetieeeee et, in the big sys-
tem. Mr. Blatt niers. is only twenty-
two yet. . nlee Hi.. strung Hopkinsville
friend- .ejoiete at hie t.rumotion.
-...••••••41,-.
Net te- t rod tore .
on eer.•ei4 chew agoir‘t
G. V. C.f.i.: bell are hereby notified to
tile Ili e 'realties •n'-?h me or A. P.
Creek( t!. .epoe: v". 011 or b -fore
0-t. Veto 1'417. • • :sons indebted to
0. V. Cemeee Il e, eiesse pay same to
we nue save eott.
Sept. leo. :897. C R 1.7telerwood,
Aso. le1, if G. V. Campbell.
eltst4t
PA tr.e...it 118cez..P._-0:113 REPORT.
Corn It IS ebbies end Fodder, •• sad
Tobreeo Not PLomueng.
Mr, Ne E Eueery et I tr's trent Howell:
'The •.s •uth • etnitiweee; oorn ie
eeene, (is t tette- thn futidei, ehd intice
Ui it I- enit nuleltise seed fm.-r, while
eerly pleietel and leettom lave: have
feir cote Bot hub erst-claes tobeeen
heel oe.t op temeon, :4 rid creek flats.
SI Lk it a:Jo to *sty Chrestian tounte
will het make ever 4e per cent. of Inlet
year'. t lees, and if it is dry another
week, je e. le n;nreot lie over 80 per cent •
with ie.._ • : r of fro- t to the
silent ee •• :lor, crop of tobasece
lime 1, el at 12 cents round, and
there .e res 1.1 it. The crop was
ever. L • \it Jett Moore and sold to
etr. I.
No Care-No Pay.
That is the way all druggists sell
Grove's Taetelesa Ceill Tonic for chills
and nailer:et. I• is simply iron and qui
nine- it: teal eless tee re. Cnileren love
it. Amore pt. ter it so bittir, eaus:eit
iag tomes, i-ei, eee. tee:. 0.8rw time
%is u
kg'il
when the Creator said to woman,
"In sorrow shalt thou bring forth
childrea," that a curse was pro-
nounced ettaiest the human race,
but t!-.z. 
, 
1.,,t by every Mother
when she first presses to her heart
her babe, proves the contrary.
Danoer and suffering lurk in
the pathway of the Expectant
Mother, and should be avoided,
that may reach the hour when
the ho:-'e of her heart is to be real-
ized, in full vigor and strerwth.
Mtf. ri rrRiEND
e 
so relaxes the
system and as-
si sts Nature,
that the nec-
essary change
takes place
without N a u -
sea, Headache,
'Nervous or
,:
Gloomy Fore-
boding of dan-
g e r, and the
trying hour is robbed of its pain
and suffering, as so many happy
mothers have experienced.
Nothing but -Mother's Friend" does
this. Don't be deceived or
persuaded to use anything else.
ewe-ether's Friend" is the greatest remedy ever
NIL 1,13 t he market , and all our customary praise it
blgbly."-W. 11. Kilo Co., Whitieright, Tsz.
Of druggists at 111.00, or sent by mall rm rsoelpt
of ones Write for book containing value.
DI* information for all Mothers, mailed free.
Tbe Bradfield Seesleter Ca, Attests, Ga.
officer and meiiie a prisoner. No weapon
was fennel upon him. The public would
have torn the fellow to piece,' if °Meets
had not surreunded and protected him.
The officers could i:ot, however, pro-
tect the fellow, whose name was Arryo,
all the time
IT ET OF SENATOR VENT
Was Bendited By Nature's greatest Remedy,
Paine's Celery Compound.
So many tettinionials are coming in
by a from every part of the country to the
proprietors of that greatest of ail known
renteciieowhich mind, so pre-eminently
above all others in its wonderful cura-
tive pow-era, that it generally has been
Hile• thought beet to select almost at random
email percentage of them for publica-
tion.
The accompanying letter from the
wife of the great Missouri Senator,how-
ever, is one of a great many that have
come first and last from families of
national reputation.
The health of the wealt et and most
eighty cultivated is of course no more
dear to them and their relatives than is
that of the humbler persons who depend
upon their daily toil for their week-to-
week living. But the first class of peo-
ple certainly have at their command ev-
All the rev:Ander of the afternoon
scarcely auythitig else was talked of by
the excited peptilace, which FECIIIEd to
take no intete st in the l•altteco of the
ceremonies of the dee,. All over the
city large crowds could be se-et get hered
about the cily eiseuesing what they re-
garded as an atte mpt upon the Presi-
dent, the beloved Diaz, the mart who
Mee been Preeideet for five teruoi and
who has made Melte° what
it is to day, by taking charge
of public affairs when all was
chaos and worS Mg always for the coun-
try's interest, until to day it stands
higher than it has ever done before.
They drelared that the villain ought to
be put to death for entertaining even the
thought of doing 'Diary to Diaz, that he
should be made an example of, or else
somebody else might conceive a similar
idea and might carry it out successfully.
It was soon seen that the prisoner was
in danger, but nothing could be done.
Public speeches were made by citizns
and after dark a tremendous mob of
citizens was formed and went to the
jail, took the prisoner out and lynched
him. No protest was made
"NOONLIGH T" AT Mit. MAY rows
Crowd cf Young Folks Spend a Happy
Evening.
A number of young people spent
Saturday evening very pleasantly at tee
residence of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Maytonet, two miles front the eity, on
the Clarkeville pike. "Rosy Ann" and
other popular games were the features
of the evening. Among those present
o-ere:
Misses.
t felon Meilkie,
-
Adetie leti"or,
Macgie Minor,
011ie elayton,
Nettie feue-aittr,
Mary V a to; min,
George Crabtree,
John Crouse,
Tom Cretan.
Jeliti
Luck Si,.-ph,-rd,
E-1.
I has. Te bittiker,
Benton el .y tun,
Chester VI hanker.
weemme. •
Corti Very Scarce.
TI,e Telt phoire tuys: • It not is often;
that this se etiou tuff' re as it hoe this ;
•earon. Li every part of the (Imlay the
exceseively i If a% has weterielly
injured corr. end tobacco, an (1 sirtt.ally
proved Oise. freet to pa:trres. Corn
has been cut short t 1E11,4 IiIIC`.:Lt/If. The
tohtteco crep planted was Lot tune than
e0 per :eat. In the begining, yeti now-
that has beeu greatly effect el by tet•
elrouth, eitueli of it has beet/ cut and
aria is p.a,z in quality. There is
no old _core ref aily (-ens, wic nee en hand
to s11, and loetil prices range from 45 to
5) coats per bnshel. Preetiettons are
mule that corn in tnis section wall be
60 ceets before ple.nting."
To heal the broken and reel aced tta-
enc.., to soothe tbe irritat, el - rennet, s, to
iustatitly telieve and to rei element-1y
care is the miesien of le, le ot a Witch
et
*e.
••••.:j, ,
W SENATOR VEST.
ery facility that money and good jtadg-
nient ran Recur- to benefit them when
their health is threateced
Fer that reaoin the almett endless
number of hearty testimonials that are
rec.-fret-I from those who have the best
tnedieal advice at their instant disposal
is double assurance of the unequaled
value of this Paine' celery compound,
which has come to be known through-
out the world as the remedy that makes
people well.
Why should one aerate the oppoluni-
ty of gaining health and vigor by tem-
porizing with any of the many worth-
less remedies that qn ieks offer, when
this wonderful discovery of America's
ablest physician, Prof. Edward E.
Phelps, M. D., Lb. D, of Dartmouth
college, the very foremost medical au-
thority of this generation, Paine's celery
compound, is now within reach of ev-
eryone?
hong eafferers from nervousness, dys-
pepsia and neuralgia should not think
their patience a Virttln. It is simply a
sad waste of the joy of healthy living.
Not only these disorders, hut all other
effects of low nervous vigor can be ab-
solutely cured, and permanently cured,
by building up the nervous strength and
purifyieg the blood with Paine's celery
compound!
An "ailing habit" is easy to fall into.
Many persons with no s rious organic
tiouble conclude that they are invalids, !take on flesh and • cushions the nerves tends first to these two great essentials,
and make nu determined effort to get with a proper aectuanlation of fat that and whatever else is wrong is soon con-
well until they become a nuisance to will counteract all initatioe. By
giz's iac2,4%,z,
/-2
tees-te--4-e-re
urn-es by means of Pattie's celery com-
pretzel.
Primes ealery ...Impound will abso-
lutely cure rheurnntiou, neuraltrieet•hoee
fr•quently re-curing lowei•ehee and
theme alarming heart palpitations and
sinking spells. It nrgi s the body to
their friends tied a hurtful] to them. , means of this teu
eels is. What they teed is to orive out Part of the body is
the revs/ging, ttepefyirg humors from ' uP•
their blood and nourish their irritute d Vigorous health
Ione may say, of
thoroughly nouns
and-depending
healthy digestion
Poor health and
something is wron
nerves. Paine's
rb nutriment every
nourished and built
tends on a tripod,
ore. rich blood, a
ed nervous system
n these-a capable
and assimilation,
isease mean that
with the blood or
lery compound at-
eign
Hazel Sal • ,RC. Hardy. eet
Charlet. Myer , Re cot Eretiner.
Charles semi of Itle,x Myers, '<eine;
Nome tor et the Cal:forei t Meat
Market, bolt e ell llopkinswille records
en Sept. le, 1e97, by seineing two'
• I
beeves, weightier eight he eereel and ten ,
and eight buttered and the /7 emulate elel
respectively, in tweuty•one minutes.: <ebl
The first was &Meted in eleveu mitinteel e:ZM
and the; oconti in ten minute,: The
feet was iteeesed by g butte crowd ef
;
citizens, and this Towle was
The Drouth.
t
Awarded it premium ef fee. •
The dreuth has cut short the apple,
potato and csbleage crops in Kentaclee 'ttes
this year. fest
Zen
15 head of good mules and horses fur
sale, at
adcwif. C. H. Levee's etable.
1 here jet e ill he,: so
There is ere eing just as good as Dr.
King's Nee Dit !every for ronentuption,
(loughs Dee veldt, so denten/1 it and no
not permit the dealer to sell you some
sneetitute. He will iitet omit". there is
Anything le :ter, tut in order to make
more preet he. may claim mom, thing
else to be just as good. You vs-alit Dr.
King's New Discovery because you
know it to he Nate and reduble, mid
guaranteed to do good or money re-
funded. For coughs, rotas, consul-up-
doe and for all affection,: of throe,
chest and lungs, there* ie 1.1.thiug so
-rood as is ler King's Ne.o W4f4Verr.
Trial 'Nettle free at R. C. Herdwieli's
ereg store. Regular size &O cents and
$1.00.
-••••••••••••••••••• ••••44....•
FEY: ,
TA 
114
1. ; ..:: • recruiter to wereen and
; it lea I•.4 the tiers ea, :aro-womb
Cif rrn, earehrs the [Hood, and gives
ileattn and titengt
Queen of Tonics.
HAKES THE COMPLEXION CLEAR.
FREE! a bottle of -month' " itef,11-I.' 4 toting Pelt i% Itle ea. 11 Nal IP,
For sate by an dealers or emit direct
midon receipt of Wee my
NEW SPENCER MED. CO.. Ginutsmers, Tess,
LADIES' SPLCIAL TREATMENT: in
mays ....miring special treatment, ad•
dr. a. ;riving symptmnt, Ladles' Medical
Dsperusest. eelstre tied teem( on keluals
Mamma with tebtlmontals free.
For Sale and Recommended by
R. O. HARDWICK.
7/1.t.12
-----
rected when the blood and nerves are
right.
Usini this great invigorator, the tired,
thin, bloodless body begins at once to
take OD fiMtb ; thepain in the back ceases,
showing its healthful action upon the
kidney: the skin gains color and clear-
ness, and that unmistakable feeling of
well-being gradually takes the place of.
the nervous, irritated, gloomy fore-
boding that always accompanies a tired,
under-fed nervous condition.
rWiWaliWt44
URIC APPRECIATION:-
-iNERVES OUR EFFORT
And we are showing our appreciation by
the prices we are making. • •
If it ,,,„  i I i 
:I.
L;1 -."7'6Class Goof':i:. 0 II . gi 1,,,
You are thinking of, link us svctth i'our thoughts and we will con
vince
you that the best is not too good, 4 prices are right. ;Remember
 that
we can show you anything you need in
•
HARNESS, 
,°r
IJ Lie 
IP/ter 
L. 9 BLANKETS' 
A 11"ee TN!, 
paG
Collars, Back-bands, Hames, Chai
DUSTERS. We carry the LARG
PRICE3.
ei 0
;so 207 _a_11S
 
_ _ 
_11 i St
WWMWMW
liAl-IVEST TiFiE I
es, Etc., and an elegant lire of LAP
EST STOCK and give the LOWEST
T & CO.,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
lArWiviAl,3,3k AAINT
The July hprvest for ietail buy
ripe and what the machine has do
0711"111117
RETAIL B1 !LAG
g=tataitalif
-rs is at hand. The grain is fine and
e for the prices is a plenty.
Our Mid,sSummer Price
Are the Lowest of the Year.
It isn't an easy work to turn a pummer store into an 
autumn store,
but that is what wc, a-re going to do. It is a ftmeral o
f profits. Come
in and be surprised. We have picked out 150 mt.n's suits 
and will std1
them
At Half Their Original Value.
EvPry straw hat in the house at half price. 100 pairs men's
shoes for $1 oo.
Come early and get some of the plums.
MAMMOTH CLOTIIING & SHOE
$1.28
4 .,,,...4,,...„ ,
*
-
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•
•
, •
•
•
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1 II E NEW ERA.
—PUBLISHED BY—
New Era Printing & Publisb'g Co
HUNTER W000. President.
OFFICE:-New Era Balding, Seventh
Street, uear Main, Hopkinsville, Ky..
$1.00 A YEAR.
iiteeeived at the poetoffice In liopkinsville
as eecond-class mail matter.
Friday, September 24, 1897.
- ADVERTISING RATES:-
One inch, first insertion  $ 50
One inch, one month  500
One inch, three month/  tin
One inch, six tuonths  3 00
One Inch. one year 
Additional rates may be had by applbca-
Mon at the office.
Transient advertising must be paid for In
advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
a011eetc.1 quarterly.
All advertisements Inserted without spec-
ified time a be charged for until ordered
out.
Announcements of Ni villages and Death..
not exceeding th Hari, and notices of
preaching published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of Respect,
End other similar notices,tive cents per Dine.
- CLUBBING RATES: -
WZ/Lgtv Nay E NA and the following
tone year:
tly Cineinclanati Enquirer. 51 35
• kly St. Louis Republic ..... 175
Weekly Olobe-Demiocrat  175
-'kly Nashville Sun  1 75
sand Farm A s
t CRT DIRECTORY.
' Cowl.= Corny—First Monday in Jane
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
QUARTERLY Courr-Second Mondays
In Jan , April, July and October.
FISCAL -First Tuesday in April
and October.
Corr Y CoCirt--1111114Monday in every
month.
Now that Grover Cleveland is a corpse
Senator Tillman should cease to plunge
his pitchfork into him.
If David B. Hill thinks he's in poli-
tics again he's badly mistaken. Unita'
he's in as a Republican.
There is a big difference between re-
plying and answering. For instance,
Mr. Reed replied to Mr. Bryan-but
didn't answer him.
Mr. McKinley had better get a few
Deputy Sheriffs from Pennsylvania to
stand in front of the White Home and
keep away the office-seekers.
In his message to the Mexican Con-
gress a few days sgogereeident Diaz de-
clared that the present low price of sil-
ver is due to artificial causes that will be
removed before long. -
Gen. Weyler's tronble is that the
blamed old provinces won't stay paci-
fied. He hardly gets safely into Havana
before he has to go hick and pacify
them so more. It's strange that it never
occurred to him that he'd might as well
Jet the mean old provinces alone.
There is only one crime that justifies
a resort to mob law, as a rule. We all
know what crime that is. Other crimes
should be dash with-., by the courts. but
the safety of the mothers, wives and
daughters of the lantieeiemands that
that one crime be punished by the im-
mediate death of the perpetrator.
Double steel tracks for wagons can be
built for $3,300 per mile. It has been
suggested that an experiment be first
made with them in Alaska. With such
tracks one horse could pull the load that
it now takes six to pull, as there would
be no pulling necessary alter the load
was started. Brakes would be necess-
ary on all down grade e,
It is apparent to aver ody that the
Consul Generalship &eel e:ana is an ex-
ceedingly hard and is °ate place to fill
or else President M aid never
have begged Gen. Fitzhugh Lee to
withdraw his resignation and return to
-Cuba. Gen. Lee filled the place
with credit to h to the entire
aatisfaction of re *Mantic
If Trosppritv is so general over the
country 
-.--pablican papers and
politicians cite: why is it that em-
ployers do not r--store the cuts made
during the panic. as they promised to
.do as soon as business should begin to
,improve, instead of forcing their work-
men to strike as they are doing' Is it
because they want the earth or is it
because prosperity exists only in the
imagination and talk of the Republican
leaders • Saturday 11,000 shoemakers
had to strike at Brockton, Mass. ,because
their employers would not restore the
cut of 12 L2 per cent made last year.
There is now a movement on foot to
establish a national health department,
the head of which is to be a member of
the President's Cabinet. In behalf of
this it is pointed out that quarantine
regulations are generally either inter-
state or international, and therefore fall
particularly within the province of the
Federal Government, which alone, it is
argued, can properly handle it because
of the lack of umuimity on the part of
the various Stater in their health laws.
A- T't, this movement is confined al-
e. ,e eelnaively to the East. We fail
to -• - any objection could be raised
to - . A Icel.), while we can see much to
be e i.ned by it. We all know that it is
fre eitly the case that epidemics are
spread over large areas of country by
reason of a conflict of authority between
State Boards of Health and Army and
Navy Surgeons in charge of certain sorts
of stations.
_
Those newspapers that are constantly
pointing to Mexico as an example of
what free ether will do for a country
evidently forget or more probably never
knew that Mexico is one of the few
countries of the world that has for years
had a surplus of revenues, something
that the gold standard United States
and gold standard Canada have not had
for a good many years-not since Gro-
ver Cleveland went out of office on
March 4th le89. President Diaz, of
Mexico, in his annual message to the
Mexican Congress when it assembled a
few days ago pointed out the fact that
not only was there a surplus of reve-
nues, but that the surplus was getting
to be larger each year than it was on
the year previous. That is an excellent
condition for • country to be in-and
there is no reason why silver should not
be given the credit for it if gold is to
receive the credit for Great Britain's
prosperity ; and that is why the Demo-
cratic party is urging bimetallism for
the United States, so that, like Mexico
it may have a surplus of revenues in-
stead of a monthly deficit of miillous of
dollars. Republicans do their single
gold standard cause great harm with
well-informed people when they point
to Mexico, a country that collects each
year from foreign nations more reve-
nue than it needs tom the expenses of
of its government.
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County,
elk J. Cheney makes oath that he
is • . ee. :or partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney doing business in the
City of Toledo, County and State afore-
said end that said firm will pay the
sive a adred dollars for *soh
and every of catarrh that can not
be cured by e use Of Hall's Catarrh
Cure, FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in
my presence, this fish day of December,
A. D. le86.
A. W. GLEASON,,
SEAL
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal-
ly and acts directly on the blood and
mucous surfaced' of the system. Send
for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, U.
Se tz• agginis, 7&e.
1-11la are the Wes
A DESPERATE GANGS FATE. 1
Lyle Levi, one of the five men lynched
at Vei-sailles, Ind., a few ti!sys ago, was
the last living member of the famous
Reno gang of desperadoes. There were
twenty members of that gazig and eleven
of them died at the hands cif mobs, Lylei
Levi being the eleventh to be lynched. 1
The other nine died eitherlin prison or
soon otter being released The Reno I
gang was worse than the James Boys orl
the Younger Bros. in fact, the worst
gang that ever terrorized the people of
the United States. They °Oersted most-
ly in Indiana, Iowa, Illindris, Missouri
and Kansas, though they 41..i odd jobs
in several other States. It kook the very
best detective talent ini the United
States ten years to run don and break
up this gang. The seccmd job the
Renoe dill after beginning the business
in lstle was the robbing of a train near
Seymour, Ind., in which they killed the
Adams Express Company's Messenger
and secured from his safe the sum of
ninety thousand dollaei in cash.
The next day five menkbers of the
gang were captured by Piekertons and
while on the way to jail ai Seymour a
mob of 400 enraged citizen0 took them
from the officers and hung them to a
tree and then shot them to !pieces. Un-
like the James Boys and tie Yonngers,
the Renege never murdered;unless they
were compelled to do so in Ord-r to make
their escape. During the :existence of
the band it stole hundreds Of thousands
of dollars. Lyle Levi was the real lead-
er of the band that has been terrorizing
the people of several counties in Indiana
for the last five or six yearsand of which
five members were lynched at Versailles
a few days ago. Four or five more men
living in that neighborhood are suppos-
ed to be members of it, and the citizens
say they are determined td lynch them,
too. The trouble there is by no means
Over.
Here are a few lines from the St.
Louis Globe-Democrat, thin are funny
enough to make a horse larigh "Most
of his listeners were farmers, and they
could have told Bryan, from their own
experience, that farm products have ad-
vanced from 10 to 80 or po per cent.
since this time in 1896: They could al-
so have told him that the greater part
of this advance has been due to the
smashing of Bryanism, which was ac-
complished by the Republican party."
Strange to say, the GlobeaDemocrat is
not alone in making the claim that Re-
publican legislation had *creased the
price of wheat and other farm products.
for even McKinley, Dingleiy, in fact, all
the Republican leaders maim the claim,
ridiculous, preposterous and absurd as
it is. The Globe-Democrat, however, is
not consistent; it forgets itself and in
an article just below the one from
which the above is clipped- appears the
following real and only reason for the
increase spoken of: "The harvests, too,
of 1897 show a heavy gain over the
large yield of recent years.. In this re-
spect Mexico shares the good fortune of
the United States, as the failure of the
crops in Europe will open 4 ready mar-
ket for the surplus products of these two
two countries, at advanced prices." Ah!
there's the milk in the coMannt. there's
the true, the real, the only reason, in
fact, for the increase that has taken
place in the price of farm products-the
failure of all the grain crops in Europe,
in India, in Australia, and it is remark-
able that the Republican leaders, even
when their unlimited gall is taken into
consideration, should attempt to assign
any other cause. They, however, de-
ceive nobody, but simply make them-
selves ridiculous by claiming credit for
the increase.
The St. Louis Globe-Democrat, in its
issue of Saturday, said : "For the first
time in four years almost eyerybody who
wants work has it or can get it." It is re-
markably strange that a newspaper like
the Globe' Democrat should make such
a statement as that when it knows t`e-'
the most poorly informed man t'-
found anywhere knows it to be easo-
lately untrue. The Globe-Democrat's
editor knows that there are between two
and three million idle men.:in the United
States-mostly in the large cities, and
therefore, easily counted-Who have dil-
igently sought work and have failed to
get any even at starvation-wages. The
Globe-Democrat insults the intelligence
of its readers by =WOK such state-
ment.* !f it continues that course it
eee. use everyboe* to entirely
lose confidence in it. Flop..h dishonesty
In the treatment of publie questions on
the part of a great metropblitan journal
is to be deplored, for if mach papers are
not to be depended upon, to what source
is the public to look for accurate infor-
mation?
The voice of the peopleiof the land is
crying out loudly and persistently and
earnestly against the work of mobs, but
it is having little, if any, effect. The
courts and their methods of dealing
with criminals will have to be reformed
before Judge Lynch ceases to attend to
desperate cases. A great deal of blame
lies with the people themaelves, became
from them come the juries that make
the result of criminal trials eo uncer-
tain. As long as jurors, from fear or
any other motive, fail to do their duty
no reform of the machinery of the law,
no provisions for speedy trials for crim-
inals, for more frequent terms of court
will do any good, for the final result
Lives with the jurors.
The farmer who votes the Republican
ticket votes to have himself robbed un-
scrupulously by Republican robber tar-
iffs, and then he haa the gall to
whine around about not being able to
make any money. Of all the men in the
United States the farmer is the one who
can least afford to vote for a high tariff
party, because it increases enormously
the price of every article he has to buy,
while it is a matter of impossibility for
it to increase the price of a single article
he produces. It is to be hoped that they
will learn better after a while.
In the fiscal year which closed June
30, 1897, the New York Central railroad
carried 23,000,000 passeagers, and of
that enormous army not one passenger
was fatally injured. Twenty-three mil-
lion people handled withont any serious
injury is a record unexampled in rail-
road history. It amounts to a proof
that a person is much safer on a railroad
train, particularly if it is the New York
Central, than he is when sitting in his
own chimney-corner.
_
The Prussian War Department an-
nounces that the consumption of sugar
and caramels tends to build up mtiecu•
lar tissue. That being the case young
men will do well not send many cara-
mels to the girls they have any prospect
of marrying.
The exact nature of the alliance be-
tweed France and Russia is still un-
known,butone feature of it Lavery clear,
and that is, that when the Czar wants
to borrow any money he goes to France
to get it.
A woman Deter reall* knows the
meaning of happiness and content until
she is the mother of a healthy, happy
child_ The health of the Child depends
on the health of the mother, both be-
fore and after birth. Most all of wo-
man's weaknesiCand3particularly the
weakness that most strongly influences
the health of children, conies from some
derangement or disease of;the distinctly
feminine organs. Dr. Piece's Favorite
Prescription will cure trqubles of this
nature. It should be taken regularly
by every woman daring the entire
period of gestation. It
to all the organs involved, lessens the
' ves strength
pains of childbirth and insures the
health of both mother and child.
Sen4 21 one-cent eitampa to cover cost
of msi ing only, and receiWe free a copy
of Dr. Pierre's Medical Adviser. Ad-
dress, World's Dispensary Medical As-
sociable. Baelo, N. 1.
:
Assurances of the return of prosperity
is very poor comfort to people with
whom bread is scarce.
VERY HEAVY LOSSES A FINE ARRANGEMENT,
Chicago's record of 257 suicides in 1
eight montha is unequalled in any other Caused
city in this country.
According to the latest returns Gen.
Longstreet's bride is 35 years old insteadi
of 2:: as first announced.
What the Bank of England really of-
fers to do for silver is nothing, and even
that is made conditional.
The dense ignorance of the British
newspapers in regard to American
topics is simply remarkable.
to the Tobacco
Growers of the State
Franks to be Collector, Yan-
dell Chief Deputy.
NINE MORE DEA1HS
And Thirty One New Cases
of Fever Reported
BY THE RECENT FROST 'THEY'LL SWAP PLACES UP TO NOON TO-DAY.
Kentucky. Indiana and Tennessee Were All
Three Caught Unprepared.
The umpire -lay mighty low in that
St. Louis base ball game where "Jim-
Corbett held down first base. 'CORN
And Grover Cleveland wants to be
United States Senator for his native
State, New Jersey. Ye Gods I
If the yellow fever had to come at all
it is very fortunate that it was so late in
the season makirg its appearance.
_
The Princeton, New Jersey, Assessor
was astonished at the shrinkage of Mr.
Grover Clevelaud's fortune in so short a
while.
For the smallest estimate of Grover
Clevelaud up to date apply to the Asses-
sor at Princeton, N. J. That estimate
was made by Mr. Cleveland himself.
Having nominated for office all their
able bodied men in Ohio, whot are the
Hanna Democrats going to do for the
pallbearers at the funeral?-Columbus
10-i Press.
The Democrats of Ohio are made of
the right sort of stuff. They declare
that they would rather be defeated in a
square fight upon the Chicago platform
than to win on a straddle.
Chicago's suicide record has grown so
rapidly of late that it has taken the at-
tention of the public from her divorce
record, which is still ahead of that of
aay other city of the Union.
Polly will doubtless raise her voice
against the Cracker Trust pretty soon.
Poor Polly will now have to want for a
cracker sure enough, as the trust will
put them beyond her reach.
William Henry Wallace, who died a
few days ago, had been postmaster at
Hammondsville, Ohio, for sixty-seven
years, having been appointed to the of-
fice when he was a mere boy.
Though he is worth several millions
of dollars, Grover Cleveland listed his
earthly possessions to the Assessors at
$150.000, a very small per centage. His
residence ii!cee cost that much.
_
If Grover Cleveland ever gets to the
United States Senate from the State of
New Jesaey he'll most certainly have to
go as the choice of the Republican party
for the Democrats will never send him.
The English journal that describes the
United States as a fourth-class power
thereby gives its own country a very
hard lick. It forgets *hat Uncle Saul
did with a first rete power in 1776 and
in 1812
Mrs Booker T. Washington, the wife
of the noted negro educator„ not only
teaches in the institute at Tuskegee,
Ala , but helps many of the poorer class
to put into practice the principles taught
in th.; school.
American papers bobl'y declare that
young Kaiser Wilhelm is off his mental
base. The,German Tress, not being al-
lowed the same lath ede of expression,
attain the same end by publishing his
speeches in fall.
The Louisville base ball club is nex
'c •:•e ,-" end. but can not hope to get
be St Louis Browns got
a cinch on that place at the beginning
of the season and have since held B
againse all competitors.
Bie-narck-has said that the bones of a
wise man and those of 1. fool cannot be
distinguished, and in Chicago there
seems to be the farther difficulty as de
termining the difference between hu-
man bones and those of brutes.
The heir p- resumptive of the ruling
house of Austria-Hungary has married
a domeetii-because he loved her. It is
to be hoped that this will change the
luck of the most unfortunate royal fam-
ily of all Europe-the Hapsburgs.
The mortality from yellow fever was
never known to be lighter in this coun•
try than it has been since the beginning
of the present epidemic. Col. J. Frost
will very soon put an end to the pesti-
lence, and it is very fortunate for the
people of the South that he is earlier
this year than usual.
The red .ral authorities should nct
allow Louise Michel, the French anar-
chist, to land when she reaches the
United States to make a speaking tour
She thinks, so she says, that the present
labor troubles would aid her in the
spread of anarchistic doctrine.
The Princess De Chimay seems to be
most certainly headed for the Turkish
Sultan's harem. She has danced for
him and he is smitten with her. Let
her go-anywhere just so she gets out
of the public view. We are glad that
the United States has produced but one
Princess De Chinmy. One's enough.
If Governor O'Farrell, of Virginia,
and Wm. F. Harrity, of Pennsylvania,
keep up for the no it twelve months their
search for the holes they left in the
Democratic party when they deserted it
they will never find any trace of them.
Such insignifi -ant vacancies in the ranks
of the great Democr Ale parry are un•
discoverable.
It is to bSe-h-oped that there is truth in
the report that Monster Woodford has
delivered an Wilmot um to Spain to the
effect that if the war in Cuba has not
been ended by the last day of next
month the United States will intterfere
and compel Spain to withdraw from the
island and leave the Cubans independ-
ent. The United States Government
ought to have taken that position fifteen
months ago.
The Spanish Government is getting
humorous. Against our demands for
about $75,000,000 or $100,000,000 due for
damage done property of American citi-
zens in Cuba, Spain proposes to bring
in a larger bill for damages done her by
filibustering expeditious that have gone
from this country tto Cuba. See how
Mr. McKinley's friAndship (?) is to le
repaid! We'll have to take our dam-
ages out of Spain's hide,if we get ally.
- -----
Czar Reed says and does a good many
foolish things, but 130 far he has had
enough wisdom not to declare that the
Dingley tariff bill caused the crops to
grow in this country this year and also
caused a failure of the crops in all other
parts of the world, tie Mr. McKinley and
Mr. Dingley and some of their followers
are doing. Mr. Reed's failure may,
however, be due to the lack of love for
Mr. McKinley rather than to wisdom.
e
The Red Cross
in the old days used to be on the
shields of the Knights. Now you
will find it on the fact of
Johnson's Belladonna Plaster,
which cures all the plains, aches
aud distresses that can he got at
from the outside of the body. Even
the leaping agony of neuralgia dies
away under its touch. Yes, and
muscular rheumatism, too. -tater
than filitments or liniments Its
friend, are all who have used it.
J)HNSIoN & JOHNSON,
lisoolectatmg Cheamse, Nw York
AND LATE VEGETABLES SUFFER.
iSPECIAL TO NEW ERA
Louisville, Ky., Sept, 22.-A genuine
frost fell Monday night in this State,
Indiana and portions of Tennessee. It
was, first supposed that it was tco light
to do much damage, though there was a
very uneasy feeling upon the tobacco
-breaks." Reports soon 1;egan coming
in, however, which stated that in ex-
posed portions the tobacco was killed
and the corn frosted. One farmer, Mr.
E. H. Smith, of Owen county, exhibited
a tobacco plant with leaves so blackened
by the frost that it was plainly to be
seen the damage was not exaggerated.
A telephone message from Mr. Will
Clay, of Mt. Sterling, said 100 acres of
tobacco had been ruined near that town.
A dispatch from Paris said that a good
deal of Bourbon county tobacco had
been caught, and similar reports came
from Madison, Shelby, Woodford, hart
and many other counties in the Burley
belt.
News from the dark tobacco section
tion was equally discouraging. Tele-
grams were received from A. C. Tomp-
kins & Co. and J. S. Phelan & Co., of
Owensboro; O. D. Haynes & Co., of
Whitesville, Daviess county; R. E. Matt-
me, of Slaughtersville, Webster county,
and many other dealers and farmers
detailing the damage in their respective
localities.
The best informed warehousemen in
the trade said their advices were that a
large proportion of the late planting
was in the field, and they thought it
would be ruined. The Weather Bureau
Crop Section Bulletin estimated the pro-
portion of uncut tobacco at 25 per cent
Tobacco buyers generally said they
thought the frost was too light to do
much damage.
The amount of corn that was caught
was probably small, but all the late veg-
etables were killed, and as a conse-
quence advanced sharply in the mar-
kepis.
MORRISON RESTORED.
[SPECIAL TO sIEW ERA]
Mt. Sterling, Ky., Sept. 21-The Ken-
tucky Conference of the Methodist Epis-
copal Church, South, at its recent meet
ing held here, restored Rev. H. C. Mor-
rison to his position in the church
Charges against Rev. John Reeves were
withdrawn.
NOBODY IS OUILTY.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Frankfort, Ky., Sept. 21.-The brib-
ery case WU turned over to the jury
late last evening, but the jurors decided
not to discuss the matter until this
morning, as it was then nearly night.
So this morning the jurors met to
make up a verdict, which they did in
just one hour, and that verdict Was to
the effect that "none of the defendants
are guilty as charged." The verdict
did not cause any surprise, as it has
been apparent for a couple of days that
in the light of the conflicting evidence
given in it would be impossible to con-
vict anybody.
Everybody in Frankfort is glad that
the disagreeable, dirty case is at last out
of the way forever. And as for the de-
fendants they are rejoiced to feel that
they have heard the tut of the matter.
CASTOR IA
For Intaats and Children.
Its fac-
simile
Olguttall
Of
A GREAT UNDERTAKING.
[SPECIAL TO NEW Rao]
Seattle, Wash., Sept. 23.-New York
and Seattle men have subscribed the
capi•al necessary to build a narrow
gauge railway from Skaguay over the
White Pass to Lake Bennett. In the
syndicate ex U. S Senator Watson S.
Squire, of this city: Senator John P.
Jones, of Nevada, and James A. Mc-
Naught, formerly general counsel of
the Northern Pacific railroad.
The preliminary survey was made by
F. 0. Farnham, a mining engineer of
San Francisco. He returned from Ska-
guay a short time ago, went to New
York, his report was accepted and the
money subscribed.
The material of construciion has al-
ready been purchased and as soon as it
arrives here Mr. Farnham will go North
with it and begin work. Right of way
has been secured from the Government
and filed with the Secretary of the In-
terior.
It is the intention to bill passengers
and freight through from Seattle to
Lake Bennett. River boats will be built
here and sent to the lake for use. The
Western office of the company will be
at Seattle. It is expected to have the
road ready for operation by May 1.
A SCHEME ON HAND.
I SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Frankfort, Ky., Sept. 23.-The State
Sinking Fund commissioners in their
revolt against the Frankfort Water
Company have a big project on hand
They say that the water consumed at
the penitentiary is costing about $9,000
a year, that the bills against the State
House amount to nearly cimoo more,
and that they are virtually paying $1,-
000 a month water tax. They believe
that the State can build its own water-
works and save money in the long run.
A standpipe that will supply the peni-
tentiary and the State House Square is
one of the plans in contemplation. An
artesian well on the prison grounds is
another.
At a meeting of the commissioners
held yesterday afternoon, a committee
was appointed to look into the feasibili-
ty of these plans and to report at
another meeting.
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Taadsli his Eisen Simply a Figure-Head to New Orleans Physicians Give Up Hope of Pre-
Hold the Office tor Franks. venting Further Spread of the Fever.
THAT'S A VERY FINE GANG ALL AROUND.
Here is a fine arrangement, "certing."
Now that he has been cleared of the bri-
bery charge against him, E. T. Franks
is to be made Collector of Internal Rev-
enue for thia district.
It is said that this has been the ar-
rangement from the very first. Senator
Deboe insisted upon the appointment of
Franks to the Oweesboro Collectorship,
but President McKinley and Secretary
age both declared that they could not
afford to appoint a man under indict-
ment for bribery. It VMS then arrang-
ed that Yaudell, of Marion, should be
appoiutedOollector and hold the:place for
Franks, who should have it in the event
of his acquittal, so the story goes, and
it seems to be pretty generally under-
stood that Franks will soon get it, in
fact, Senator Deboe virtually admitted
it yesterday. Both Yandell and Franks,
however declined to talk for i ublica-
don.
The plan is for Deboe to go on to
Washington in October and make the
necessary arrangements and then Yan-
dell will resign the Collectorship. Franks
will be appointed Collector and Yandell
will be made Chief Deputy Collector. A
very fine scheme that.
The Owensboro Inquirer of yesterday
afternoon in speaking of the matter had
the following to sap:
"It is a fact known to every visitor
that Mr. Franks has occupied the Col-
lector's private office all the time and
that Mr. Yaudell has worked industri-
ously in the deputy's office and has been
very busy posting himself as to the du-
ties of that department. If Mr. Franks
is made Collector of course Mr. Yandell
will be made deputy.
'-Mr. Franks arrived in the city at
noon and an ovation was given him at
the depot by his friends who gathered
there to congratulate him on his victory
over his enemies at Frankfort."
The fact that there was a crowd at
the depot to greet Franks on his return
from Frankfort shows very clearly that
a good many people at Owensboro are
aware of the arrangement by which
Franks is to be Collector, for it were not
for hopes of pie there are not three peo-
ple inThat town who would espe a cop
per whether or not Franks ever got
back there. Mighty is the power of
pie!!!
A Uniontown telegram in a Louis-
ville afternoon paper of yesterday says
that it is understood in Union county
that Dr. Clardy will not again be a car.•
didte for Congress, and that Mr. Allen
hes entered the race under that belief,
but that having entered he will continue
no matter who may announce.
It is believed by many that the slat-
ing of Mr. Gus G. Coulter, of Graves
county, for the Democratic nomination
for State Auditor will have the effect of
side-tracking Capt. W. J. Stone, of
Lyon county, who would like to secure
the Democratic nomination for Gover-
nor. His prospects will certainly be
darkened by Mr. Coulters candidacy.
as the one Congres.sional district could
not hope to capture the two most im-
portant offices in the State-the Govern-
orship and the Anditorship.
Senator Deboe in an interview yester-
day afternoon gave it as his opinion
that Bailey will be elected Appellate
Clerk from 8,000 to 12,000 majority. He
pretends to believe that Parker, the
Populist, will get a big Democratic vote
in Western Kentucky. Deboe will
make some speeches for Bailey.
Dr. W. Godfrey Hunter is still in
Louisville. He said last night: "My
future movements are not settled in my
mind. They will largely be governed
by my wife's health, who will go to
Dawson Springs upon the advice of her
physician. I may accompany her there.
(could have the Guatemalan Mirali011
or several other good things which the
President kindly offered me simply by
wiring hint to this effect. I have not
decided, however, what I will do, but
my iuclination now is to decline a for-
eign poet, and push my contest against
Rhea. I don't think there would be
any doubt about my getting the seat."
The Daviess county Populists under
Tom Pettit are simply out for office, as
their fusion with the Republicans clear-
ly shows. They have opened joint
headquarters with the Republicans.
Capt. Triplett, Democratic nominee for
Senator, has agreed to a list of appoint
merits to speak with Sam James, fusion
nominee.
Congressman C. K. Wheeler and W.
D. Bynum, Chairman of National Dem-
ocratic party, will have a joint debate
at Ma j field, Oct. 2.
HELD FOR MURDER.
rePeciee TO NEW ERA
Wilkesbarre, Pa., Sept. 23 -Sheriff
Martin and his deputies who fired upon
and killed the twenty-four miners at
Lattimer, have been held to answer in-
dictments for murder Dud the bond of
each of the m placed at f6,CCO. Tim re
was no evidence et the examining trial
to show that the sheriff ever gave any
order to fire, and there was no occasion
for doing so,a1; is shown by the fact that
some of the men killed were shot in the
back, proving that they could not have
been charging upon the Deputy Sheriffs
as they claim.
Will Begin Monday.
The fall term of the Christian Circuit
Court will begin next Monday, Septem-
ber 27th, and will continue for six
weeks. Young men having friends in
the country will probably go out to see
them Sunday and remain a couple of
weeks or more.
The docket for this term is just about
an average one, 145 new cases having
been filed since the last term. The
Commonwealth docket is not a large
one, nor is there any case of interest to
the public on it. This will be Mr. Gar
nett's last court in this county, as he re-
tires from office on January 1.
It is a duty that every one owes to
patronize liberally the Latham Light
Guards.
HUMERAL BO FIN
Dow to Restore Lost Manhood and
Perfect Development.
This great work, plainly written by a high
medical authority. flhows how manly rig -'r
can be regained and obstacle. to maniag •
removed It is, modern work for men who
surfer from nervous debility caused by over-
work, youthful indulgences or later excesses.
It points out how to be cured of nervousness,
ilespondency, impotency, al home, without
inter fering with business.
IT IS ABSOLUTELY PREP..
This great book. entitled "CONIPLETR
MANHOOD AND HOW TO ATTAIN IT,"
will be mailed free, in plain, sealed wrapper,
to the address of any sincere inquirer by the
l' 'e Medical Company, at Marlon Street,
NeC.O.D.seasise; so deceptleM.
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Going In A Rush!
so cents spent with me. is 50 cents saved to you
50c on the Dollar,
EDWARDS. MISS.. IS VERY UNFORTUNATE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA
Now Orleans, Ls., S 'pt. 23.-Death
yesterday claimed six more yellow fe-
ver victims, two in this city, two at Ed-
wards, Miss., one at Biloxi, Miss., and
one at Beaumont, Texas. Twelve new
cases were reported here, and the physi-
cians now believe that there will be
many more cases here. The awful dis-
ease continues to spread at Edwards,
Miss., eighty-three cases having been
thus far reported. Seven new cams
were yesterday reported from Ocean
Springs, Miss., where the first victim of
the epidemic was discovered, four freni
Biloxi, and four from Mobile.
New Orleans, La., Sept. 23 -12:50 p.
m.-There were two deaths from yellow
fever in this city this morning and one
new case reported. Edwards, Miss., re-
ports one death and three new came%
this morning.
The physicians thought a few days
ago that the disease would soon be
stamped out, but now they say that it
will spread, new localities having be-
come infected.
A SUSPICIOUS CASE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Louisville, Ky., Sept. 23 -A few days
ago a man came to this city from Mo-
bile, Ala , and soon after his arrival
here he was taken very ill. Physicians
visited him, and while they believed
that he was suffering from yellow fever
yet they were not certain. The man,
however, was sent out to the peethouse,
where died this morning. The physi-
cists are now holding an antopsy in or-
der to find out whether or not the man
had yellow fever. He was a stran-
ger here.
DON'T LAE IT.
isozciee TO NEW ERA]
Chicago, Sept. 23 -The Executive
Council of the American Federation of
Labor disapproves of the labor conven-
tion that has been called to meet in this
city and advises against the sending of
delegates to it.
JAPANESE SOLDIERS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW SEA j
San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 23 -One
hundred and seventy-four Japanese
passengers carried by the steamship
City of Pekin from Hong Kong to Hon-
olulu are believed to have been Japanese
solders whom the Japanease Govern-
ment are secretly shipping into Hawaii
in that way, each ship going to that
tort taking a few.
LOVED DIAZ.
'SPECIAL TO NEW ESA]
City of Mexico, Sept. 23.-Late Chief
of.Police Velesquez, of this city, confes-
ses that he directed the killing of the
assailant of President Diaz becau'e of
hii affection for the President.
Lightning Hot Drops-
What a Funny Name I
Very True, but it Kills Al? Pain-
Sold Everyvvh•re, Every D•y-1
Without Relief. Th•rie is No Pay!
FOR SALE BY it 0. HARDWICK.
A TREMENDOUS FIRE.
The Second Largest Brew-
ery in the World
COES UP IN SMOKE.
The Loss to the Owners is Reported to be
Considerably Over Half a Million Dollars.
MANY PEOPLE WILL LOSE HEAVILY.
silsci AL TO NEW ERA)
La Crosse, Wis , Sept. 23.-The Lund
Brewing Company's plant at this place,
which was the second largest brewery
in the world, was discovered in flames
this morning and before anything could
be done it was past saving. The fire
had made great headway before it was
discovered.
The lose is over half a million dollars.
It is not known how the fire originat-
ed. A great many people who had stock
in the concern wi'l lose very heavily.
This brewery was a member of the trust.
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I Takes clothes snowy white by re-roving the dirt in a natural and4ealthful way. A pure soap—good forclothes and good for general cleping.Sold everywhere. Made only byi THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY, St. LOUIS.
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Goods Early!!!
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Wheth r you buy from us or from some;
other 
fir1 
, take our advice and buy all
liteyour win r clothing and shoes as early as
you poss bly can.
i
Merchandise of All ;iinds is Advancing.
Almost daily we receive notification from
1some mi or factory of the advance of their
line. W open the season with prices as
low, and in some instances, lower than we
have eve named before.
As Long As Our Stock Lasts,
We Will Make No Change
In Our Prices.
But whep our present supply is exhausted
Itceand we ave to place new orders, prices
will be hi her. These are plain unvarnish-
ed facts.
The Early Buyers iiiill Surely Fare Best this Season.
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- And -lines are being closed out every day.
If you don't believe this, come and see.e•--
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E them now. It is big interest on your is the way I am closing out this stock, It will par to buy them, 
even if you don't need
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AN EXCELLENT HOST. PRAYS FOR DAMAGES. YELLOW FEVER. MARRIED WEDNESDAY. FINE MIND FAILING. ALL AROUND US.
Mr. Harry Bryan Gives
Office Party.
An FlagmanC. N.Crowder Sues A Case of Yellow Fever
Charlie Campbell. Christian County.
McCOR MACK -TYLER. SUM ASKO IS $5,000. CAME FROM MOBIL
E.
Pettalar Hoekinsvill• Belle Will Wed a Bewl-
lag Greta Physyciaa.
EVENT WILL TAKE PLACE HERE DEC. 16
The smite of rooms in the Withers'
building, occupied by Buckner & Bryan
as business-apartments, were thrown
oeen to "The Idlers"Monday night, and
decidedly the swellest office party ever
given Hopkinaville took place, with
Mr. Harry M. Bryan as host.
When Mr. Bryan's invitation was ac-
oepted by the club, last week, the mem-
bers knew that an enjoyable evening
was in store, but they did not antici-
pate the elaborate provision for their
pleasure that awaited them.
After engaging in lively conversation
and many merry amusements in the
handsomely furnished rooms, the guests
were asked to enter another apartment
where an elegant supper, prepared un-
der the direction of a skilled chef, was
served. Covers were laid for fcurteen,
and well-drilled uniformed waiters were
behind the chairs. The chief dish was
oysters. Ample justice was done the
repast.
Just as the guests were seated at the
table, ravishing strains of masic floated
into the room. This was an entirely
unexeected and very delightful treat.
During the remainder of the evening,
the music, which was furnished by an
Italian band, was continued, and lent
an additional charm to the happy occa-
sion. It was with reluctance that de-
parture' were taken, and every pleat
agreed that Mr. Bryan was a model
host and an ideal entertainer.
t t t
M'CORMACK-T YLER.
The announcement is made from
Carlsbad, the famous Austrian summer
resort, of the engagement of Miss Marie
Tyler, of this city, and Dr. Arthur T.
McCormack, of Bowling Green. Mi88
Tyler haa been at Carlsbad durtng the
sammer and the announcement was
made Monday In the Paris papers and
cabled to the United States.
She sailed Monday from Genoa and
will be in New York City about the
noddle of November to attend the mar-
nage of her cousin, Miss Norton, to Mr.
Henry Loney, of Staten Islaud. After
this she wol return to liopkinsville,
where, on December 16tb, in the Epis-
oopal church of that city, she will be led
to the altar by Dr. McCormac.k. The
young people will take an extended bri-
dal tour and retarniug will make Bow-
ling Green their home.
Miss Tyler is one of the mon univers-
ally popular girls who have ever lived
here, and is a favorite in the society cir-
cles of many Kentucky cities on account
of her intelligence and amiability. She
is the accomplished daughter of the late
Judge John A. Tyler, of Hopkinsvill
and niece of Hoe. Es:stein Norton. For
several years Min Tyler has made her
home in New York City, where the was
a reigning belle in the best social circles
of the metropolis, her grace of meaner',
moompliahnients and personal charms
making her the most admired, perhaps,
at all the admirable colony of loather.
girls la Gotham.
C000sitatog tho prospectire groom,
who la known in Hophiusvilla ooly by
repalation, the Bowling Lima Journal
says:
"Dr. McCormack is too well known
in this city to used any extended notice
as the hands of The Journal. He was
recently graduated with honors from
Columbia College in New York City,
and has located here for the practice of
his profession. He is admirably equipped
nasarally and by education, for the
work he has undertaken, and unques-
tionably has a bright future before him
in the field of medicine.
pERSONAL POINTS.
Just a Moment
With the People.
Mr. H. C.Locker, of LsfayeSto,was
town Tuesday.
Mrs. S. A. Beasley, of Lafayette, was
in the city Tueeday.
Miss Mary Herndon has gone to Gam-
bia, Ohio, to enter college.
Mre. William Bronaugh, of Trenton,
is a guest of Mrs. George Center.
Master John Rust, of Nashville,
visiting his grandmother, Mrs. M. G.
Rust.
Mrs. W H. H. Sontherland and
children, who spent the summer with
Dr. Rodman, returned Monday to their
home in Washington, D. C.
Mrs. John McComb, of Louirville, is a
guests of Mrs. J. K McPbeison, on S.
Main street.
Mrs. Virginia Latham has returned
from an extended visit to her son, Mr.
Jobn C. Latham, in New York.
Mr. Bayless Parker, of Empire, was
here yesterday.
Mrs. Wash, of Wallonia, was in the
city shopping yesterday.
Mr. Dan Whbert, of Mannington.
was in the city on business Wedues-
day.
Mr. Alex Crabb, came over from
Evansville Thersday, to be present at
the marriage of his sister, Miss Annie
Crabb.
Miss Elizabeth Smithaon after spend-
ing her vacation with the family of Mr
D F. Smithson. bar returned to tor
honte at Farmville, Va.
James Radford, one of the prosperous
young farmers in the Pembroke neigh-
borhood, is in town, says the Clarks-
ville Timed of yesterday.
Nipped by Jack Frost.
Heavy frosts visited parts of Chrie-
tian county Tuesday morning and did
great damage.
Less than half tbe tobacco crop has
been cut. and it is reported that much
was killed Tuesday.
la low lands nearly all of the tobacco
was killed.
Telephone messages from Cerulean,
Gracey, Kennedy and Lafayette state
that the frost worked serions injury in
those localitial.
I Awarded
Highest Honors -World's Fair.
Gold Medal, Midwinter Fair. .
•DR:
Young Hopkinsville Man Released. Monday,
on Bond
CASE CONTINUED Till JANUARY COURT.
Charlie Campbell of this city, was
made defendant in a damage suit Mon-
day. Charlie N. Crowder, the Louis-
ville & Nashville railroad Heitman,
whom he shot and vreunded on the 22nd
of July is the plantiff. He prays for
$5,000 damages.
The petition is shart and simply states
the matter, saying rhat the defendant,
Campbells unlawfully and without
cause did assault, slioot and wound the
plantiff, Crowder, th the damage of the
latter in the above spm.
The case of the Commonwealth
against Chase Campbell for the malice
OW shooting of 0. N. Crowder was be-
fore the court and upon an affidavit of
the defendant the case was continued to
the fifth day of thee. January term, to
which time the witnesses are recognzed
to appear.
The non-resident
lowed mileage.
The bond of young Campbell was re-
duced to $500, with John Stites, of the
Louisville Trust Conipainy, as surety, by
E. G. Sebree; attorney in fact, and
Charlie was released from custody.
FARMER ANri POLITICIAN.
John W. Puckett Nies In the Bain-
bridge Neiehborhood.
witnesses were al-
Mr. John W. Puckett, a farmer and a
politician of some lobal repnta•ion, died
at his home near Sainbridge Monday
night of dropsy, aged sixty years.
The remains weee taken to Ceru-
lean Springs, Trigg county fur inter-
ment Tuesday.
LIBRARY WILL ficON BE OPENED.
Important Business Meeting of the A•-
acciationTuaad•y N
A meeting of the Library Association
was held Tuer. nighten Dr. Frank Stiteb'
office. The attendance was good, and
rpuch important buena ees Wa8 transacted.
It WM decided to open the library at
the earliest possible date, and with this
end in view a committee was appointed
to immediately seledt a suitable room.
Hooka will be ptirchased with what
money is on hand, sind otner books will
be bought when mire money is in the
treasury.
Mr. W. T. Tandy twas elected a direc-
tor to succeed Mi. Nat Gaither, re-
signed.
NO DANGER FROM YELLOW JACK
Not any Ootrimunisatilla With Caere-
The it• rues* Trani
Owing to thst lateness of the season
and the moot cold wave there is shoo.
lately no daoger to Ilopkinaville from
yellow fever.
There is no oominenication whatever
with Cairo, Ill., where there is said to
be two cases. Neither passenger nor
freight trains on thie division of the I.
. run through that town.
For the past week the Louisville &
Nashville road has been running a train
from New Orleans to Northern points,
known as the "refugee train." No stops
are made, for obvioaa reasons. It has
not been very well patronized, there be-
ing but very little erodus from New Or-
leans as a result of the scare.
.s 
Special 'eliminations.
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Davidson has set October 1 and 2 as
dates on which special supplemental ex-
amination for candidates for eligibility
to the (Rice of Oodnty Superintendent
will be held at Frankfort. Regular ex•
amination has beeuheld and there are
eounties inwhich there are no eligible
candidates.
THE DEMOORAKS WILL MEET.
District convenuezi W Be Held Mon-
day Ariernoon.
A Democratic dittrict convention is
hereby called to meet in Madisonville,
Ky., at 2 o'clock p. m. Monday, Sept.
27, for the purpose qf nominating a can-
didate for State Senator. The basis of
representation shelf, be one delegate for
each 200 votes cast for Bryan, Hopkins
being entatled to 17and Christian to 16
votes.
County conventions to select delegates
will be held at each county seat on Sat-
arday, Sept. 25. at o'clock p. m.
Iseee Geattore, Chin.
S. D. COOKE, SCC. I
FIRST DOSE CURED.
Mr. E. Petri, Glasgow, Ky., writes:
"My daughter contracted chills in 1877.
No' prescription etter gave more than
temporary relief, nt tonic kept them off.
rwo bottles of Huihee Tonic cured her
ompletely. She bacl no chills after
taking the first dote." Sold by drug-
gists-50c and $1.0$ bottles.
a MR. MENAI, KENTUCKY.
The Great Leader Will Probably Speak
In Hopiklnsville.
The Hon. William Jennings Bryan
will vent the Naehyille Exposition Oc-
tober 8. On the retarn trip he will pass
through Kentucky, and will mak,
speeches at half a dozen points, one f
which wilt probably be in Hopkinsville
He will stop at Gleegow on October 9.
where his cousin, .J. L. Bryan, Pres.-
dent of the Glasgoliv Railroad Company
reaidei. Appointments for the trip have
not been arranged, and probably will
not be until he reeches Nashville.
Though the Patient is a Very Sick Man, There
Are Hopes of His Recovery.
CAPTAIN FELAND RESIGNS HIS OFFICE
It is said to-day there is most certain-
ly a case of yellow fever in Christian
eonnty, and the patient is an exceed-
ingly sick man.
The cue is at the horns of Mr. James
Clardy, who resides several miles from
Gracey, and the victim of the horrible
disease is his son, Mr. Henry Clardy,
who a few days ago arrived at his
fether's home from Mobile, where he
had been for some time.
It is said that Dr. Clardy, who is
an uncle of the young man, hae been
with him and after studying the case
carefully says that it is undoubtedly
yellow fever. While the patient is a
very sick man, there are hopes of his
recovery, as this climate is sufficiently
cool to prevent the disease from taking
68 deep hold upon its victim as it would
in the tea- South.
Mr. Clardy came from Mobile, Ala.,
a few days ago, as soon as the people
began to flee from that city. He was
far from feeling well when he left that
city, but as he was anxious to get away
from there he did not let that fact be
known, but braced himself up and se-
cured a clean bill of health from
Board of Health, and set out on
journey to Kentucky. He gradually got
sicker ae he traveled, bat managed to
pull through. When he got to his
father's home he was not able to keep
up any longer. Oa account of the
present cool weather and the fresh and
invigorating country air Mr. Clardy's
physician and relatives have hopes of
his recovery, though just at present his
condition causes them considerable un-
easiness.
the
his
Capt. Logan Feland ou Tuesday night
resigned his office as Captain of Com-
pany H, Kentucky State Guards. at
Owensboro, on account of having ae-
espied a position with a large construc-
tion company of New Yiirk City. The
company then elected Mr. W H. Fuqua
as Capt. Feland successor. Mr. Feland
shortly after reeigning started to Hop-
kinsville to •isit his parents before go-
ing on to New York. When he left
company H (scented him to the depot
and expressed many regrets of his de-
parture.
In speaking of Mr. Feland the Owens-
boro Messenger says: -Mr. Feland is
an architect of more than ordinary abil-
ity and he won hia new position beuause
of his thoroughness' in his profusion
Fle tit a worthy gentleman and will win
the esteem of those with whom he may
become associated in his new home."
_ .
Au Basalteat leeht,
A. an I stierinient, or rather to show
the pablie a emonaretivnly tow Memo
tioo, the Hopkitioville Use Oomptiiiy
has plowed on the street two of the
Welsbach street lamps. One of them
was placed on Maple street and the oth-
er on South Main in the vicinity of the
Baptist church. Last night they were
put in perfect order, and the brilliancy
and the steadiness of the light given by
them attracted the attention of every•
-body who passed along the streets on
which they were located.
Theme lamps are made on the incan-
descent plan and are need for lighting
the subsurbs of cities, and also (sten-
rively used hi large stores iu the big
citiea.
I have been directed by the Latham
Light Guards to thank in this public
manner the following citizens of Hop-
kinsville for the purchase of the amount
of tickets indicated.
Mammoth Clothing & Flo) Co $ 5.00
New Era Peg. & Pub. o  6 00
C. M. Latham  5 00
Richards & Co.  5 00
Bassett & Co  5.00
Dr. A. E. Bentley  5 00
E. M. Flack  5 00
J. H. Kugler.  5 00
Graves & Cordy.  5.00
Harners & Clay  5 00
Forbes & Bro  5 00
Gaither & West   5.00
Jno. Feland Jr., Capt. Com'dg.
The I. C. railroad will sell tickets to
Princeton and return, account of fair,
on Sept. 29th and 30th and Oct. let and
2nd, at one fare. Return limit Oct. 3.
E. M. Sherwood, Agt
A Medical Student.
Each student of medicine before grad-
uating to become a doctor, has to under-
go a catechism, to see if he is competent
to practice medicine. Here is a sample
of what he must answer :.
Question: What is the cause of gen-
eral weakness and tired-out feeling?
Answer: Poor digestion. Ques: What
is the cause of poor digestion? Ana:
Catarrh of the lining membrane of the
digestive organs. Quest : What are the
names of the digestive organs? Ans :
Stornaeh, liver and bowels. Ques: How
then c te the weakness and tired•nut
feel:ng be cured? Ana : By curing the
catarrh of the digestive organs. (pies:
What remedy would you use for this?
kits : Pe-ru-na is the only internal
remedy for chronic catarrh. Pe-ru-na
cures catarrh wherever located. Ques:
What is meant by the term female dis-
eases? Au: It means simply catarrh
of the pelvic organs. Ques : Will Pe-
rune also cure catarrh of these organs?
Ana : , Yes. Pe-ru-na cures catarrh
wherever located.
A beautifully illustrated and instruc-
tive book, written by Dr. Hartman eepe-
ci illy for woman, will be sent free for a
snort time. This hook is for women only.
Address The Pe-ru•na Drug Manufac-
turing Co., Columbus, O.
.___ 
___...i- •• 
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When your stotdach begins to trouble
you, it needs help The help it needs is
to digest your food, and, until it gets it
you won't have any peace. Stomach
trouble is very diatressing, very obiti-
nate, very dangirous. Many of the
most dangerous *teases begin with sim-
ple indigestion. iThe reason is that in-
dtgeltion (not (Bretton,' riot nentriah-
mento weakens the syetetn and allows
disease geniis to !Mack it. The intl.
dote is ' Shaker Digeseite Cordial, .
strengthening, nourishing, curative. It I
cures indig stion land renews strength
and health. It dees this by strengthen-
ing the stomach, lsy helping it to dtgent
your food. It notrishes you. Shaker i
. we Oordialiis made of pure herbs, I
.. plants and Va.nedis perfectly harmless .I
liand will eertai ly sure all genuine.
stomach trouble. Sold by druggists,
I price 10 cents 10 01 00 pef bottle.
• .1111..-
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The fee-
natl.
ures
of Hood's Sarsaparilla,
"Cures talk .11 favor T ik
as for no other inedi- a
cine. Its great cures recorded in truthful,
oonvincing language of grateful men and
women, constitute its most effective ad-
ve_rtising. Many of these cures are mar-
velous. They have won the confidence of
the people; have given Hood's Sarsapa-
rilla the largest sales in the world, and
have made neceasary tor its manufacture
t he greatest laboratory on earth. 1100(1'5
Sarsaparilla is known by the cures 1t has
made -cures of scrofula, Kelt rheum and
eczema, cares of rheumatism, neuralgia
•nd weak nerves, cures of dyspepsia, liver
troubles, catarrh - cureg wbjch prove
00
in Attractive Belle and Texas
Physician.
OTHER MARRIAGES.
Three Cadiz Beaux lo Become Benedict,
Very SOOn.
CLUBS-FEMININE FADS AND FASHIONS.
A quiet marriage was solemnize:I
Wedneeday at the residence of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas W. Long, on South Main
street. The contracting persons were
Miss Annie Crabb, of this (ity. and Dr.
Moore, of Galveston, Texas. The bride
is a daughter of Mrs. Nannie
Crabb. She is au attractive, an intelli-
gent young lady and is one of the most
accomplished musicians in the State.
Dr. Moore is a highly succeesfal physi-
cian and prominent in tee best social
circles of the Lune Star State.
t t t
Lindsey-Penick.
The marriage of Mr. Edward B. Lind-
say. of Cadiz, to Mists Norinue Penick,
of Elkton, to take place in December,
was formally announced by the bride's
family yesterday. Meos Penick ie the
only daughter of Col. 0. H. Penick, a
wealthy planter of Todd county.
+I: 4:
Coming' Nu ptials.
Three prominent young inen of Cadiz
will be married this fall to three popu-
lar South Kentucky belles, all of whom
are well known in this city. Elsewhere
in this cailumn is the announcement of
the approaching marriage of Mr. Ed
Lindsey and Mips Noriune Penick. Fol-
lowing this will be a swell wedding
near Casky, in this county. The bride-
to-be is a handsome and attractive girl,
whose frequent visite to this city have
endeared her to a large circle of friends
and the groom is a wealthy Trigg coun-
ty farmer. The third wedding, which,
in point of date, will probably preceed
the others, will be that of a Wallonia
belle who attended school several. years
at Bethel Female College, and a young
business man whose home is in Cadiz,
but whose place of business is at present
in Tennessee.
t f t
The Autumn Hat.
The autumn bat has almost as much
mousseline, tulle and other thin stuff
piled upon it as the summer hat. But
whereas the summer hat tipped over the
eyes, at an alarming degree, the autum
and winter hat turns up at the side
until not only the wearers' sea-shell ear
is shown, but her prettily frizzed hair
is expoeed to the public view. It is
quite impossible to put too many feath-
ers on an autumn or winter hat. Ev-
ery eort of feather is used, tip, plumes,
coque, aigrettes, bird of paradise, os•
preys, etc. Many of the new hats form
color tone symphonies, everything ou
the hat, velvet, feathers, ornaments,
etc., being eachdifferent tinte of a single
color.
t
A very pretty tint prevails among
fash:onable colors that is much like ihe
pink and roe,. purple mixture of the
sweet bloasome. Lilac de Perse is ifs
name.
A novel Idea is to face the lapels of
dark cloth jackets tie vista wit i finger
wide of taffeta, for *111011 stens
and laurel green or currant rad are
ellielig Slits vlitlietti C101orol
Mtylish looking Hitasiati blourea fast.
sued at the len aide will be very fob,
tenable this fall. These are wide var-
iously of cloth, silk warp serge, vigogne
or suy of the new autumn fabrics.
For autumn wear are very handoome
models in black silk of the new highly
repped weave, made with a round waist,
trirume,d with black velvet ribbon in
rows and a yoke of white lace applique
in rich guipure designs. The skirt is in
the latest three piece bell shape.
Regarding dress trimmings it is posi-
tive that, however much the skirts of
toilets of ceremony and handsome house
gowns may be decorated, these puffs,
frills, plaits and flounces will be kept
from all tailor gowns that make any
pretensions to elegance and simply ar•
tistic effect.
Feminine Fashions.
Surplice etfecto reappear on models
for autumn gowns for either day or
eveniug wear.
Flounces aud frills are arranged upon
the skirts of the latest French goa ns to
stimulate overskirta, long, short, med-
ium, pointed, square and slashed.
Diseased Cattle.
The State Board of Health will be
called together to quarantine against
diseased rattle from Tenneesee.
Fell From • Car.
Brakeman Otho Vaughan, of this
city, met with a painful accident Satur-
day uight at Earlington. Ile fell from
a box car, badly strewed his brait and
was constderably bruised,
Logan Feland.
Mr. Logan Feland, a eon of Judge
John Feland, of this city, left last night
for New York to accept a lucrative t u-
sition with a large construction com-
pany. He is recognized as one of the
best arcnitecta in the South, and his
proficiency in this direction secured him
the place. Mr. Felaud has been living
in Owensboro several years and stands
high in the estimation of the people of
that city. He was ()wain of Conipany
H., Kentucky State Guards.
- see-
Ilia Pay Car.
--
The Louisville & Nashville railway
pay car passed over the Henderson divis-
ion tins week. It stopped long enough
in this city to make the railroad boys
happy.
For Sale.
On reasonable terms and at moderate
prices, two houses and tote (brick cot-
tages) on North Virginia street.
HUNTER WOOD & SON
August 3rd, 1897.
The eighth annual State convention
of the Young People's Society of Chris•
non Endeavorer will meet in Owensboro
October 29, 30 and 31. This is expected
to be the largest gathering of the kind
ever held in the State, says the Messen-
ger. The State President, J. D. Ellis,
of Newport, will visit Owensboro some
time during the coming week, and will
consult and advise with the committees
already appointed. A local union of the
various young people's tiocieties has
been organized with the Rev. R. H.
Croesfield as President. The railroads
will make a half fare rate, and all en-1
tertainment will be free. From 500 to
MOO delegates are expected from the State
at large.
Dr. Richard W Gaines' C reat
Misfortune.
TAKEN TO THE ASYLUM
His Phys Health Excellent. But His Brain
Is Softening.
Dr. Richard W. Gaines, one of the
most prominent physicians in Southern
Kentucey, and an aged and well-known
citizen of Hopkinsville, was taken to
the W4 stern Asylum for the Insane
Tuesdey afternoon.
Sever•e weeks ago Dr. Gaines was
taken seriously ill. He was removed
from his office to the home of the lion
Polk Oatioler, where, after careful min-
ing and medical attention, he complete-
ly recevered his physical health, but
his mind ever since his sickness has
been rapidly failing, due to softening of
the bra in.
At th ) request of Mrs. C. S. Blake-
more, he was takeu to her residence on
South Main street, and has been tender-
y cared for. His friends have thought
for some time that it would be best for
him to be taken to the aftylum where he
could ticure expert trentmeet, and Mrs.
Illakemore was finally persuaded to give
her coesent to this arrangement, and
the aged physician was put under Dr.
Gardiuer's charge late Tuesday after-
noon.
Dr. Gaines is
served.
wonderfully well-pre-
He is as active as a luau of
fifty, bits excellent health, and from
present indications will live many years
yet. Ile is eighty-two years .,1d, and
has been living in Hopkinsville over
forty years. He waa actively engaged
in practicing his profeseion up to the
time les was taken sick, and his services
were in constant demand.
It has been truly said of him that "he
derived more enjoyment in being able
to rain ye the suffering than in receiving
their remuneration for his practice."
The large income that his practice
brought, was freely spent. 'The ac-
cumulation of wealth hae never been
an object with him. Had he tried he
could have saved a large fortune.
He is an x-President of the State
Medical Asssciation. He is a Mason, a
membe r of the Presbyterian church and
a Democrat.
_ 
-
To The Public.
We have this day sold to the Ken-
tucky Ilrokerage Association our broker-
age business in Guthrie, Ky. They as-
sume Lel liabilities on all trades that are
now open on our sheets'.
We lasspeak for the new firm the same
confidence and patronage which has
been eo generonsly extended to me Mr.
E. F. Pearce, who will be the manager,
is already well and favorably known to
the trading public of this section. W.
J. Ode 11 & Co., of Cincinnati, with
whom the Guthrie office is connected by
wire. is one of the best firms in the
country and will furnish any and all
traders with National Bank references.
At all times thanking the public for
their I atronage, we remain,
Respectfully,
F. B. HIMPIIILL & CO.
The Guthrie Brokerage Aasociation
was organized to do a strictly brokerage
bonito ot on the New York, Chicago and
St, Louis exchanges, aud our euntomeri
interest' are nor iiitereete. AN am to
Ite the se4114. 11141111$01`. le Weak* for
me 1,1 give other than my awn refer,
Slices, Which are the I uthrte Bank, any
bank in Clarksville where I waa a biro-
ktir fi r eight years), or any reaponsible
man iu the Clarkeville Tobacco district
We want your trades, paying for all
telegrams or telephone messages, giving
us orders on either Board of Trade.
Reniember, we are not bucket shop-
pers, but legitimate brokers. We will
send our daily market letters to all wbo
may desire them. With 'desire to make
money for you, we remain,
Yours Respectfully,
TIIE KENTUCKY BROKERAOL ASt4'N.,
Per E. le. Pearce, Manager.
If You--
Walt a cook,
Want a situatisn,
Want a salesman,
Want a servant girl,
Want to hire ally help,
Want to hire a store,
Want an agent or partner,
Want to buy or sell a farm,
Want to t.uy or SCR a house,
Went a good boarding house.
Want to buy or sell a carriage,
Want to lend or borrow money,
Want to trade or ( xchange anything.
Want to find strayed or stolen &In-
tl:asun. requiring publicity Ant...AnseWint to aecomplish anything ander
IN THE NEW ERA.
SWIM INTERESTING NEWS.
[SPECIAL10 NEW ERA)
Washington, Sept. 21.-Col. Sam M.
Gaines, chief of the Mailes and File
Division, Treasury Department, retran-
ed yesterday from a month's outing at
Orkley Springs.
- 
- - - 
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Ladies C•n Wear taboos a •
One size smaller after using Allen's
Foot-Ease, a powder to be shaken into
the shoes. It makes tight or new shoes ,
feel easy ; gives instant relief to corus I
laud bunions. It's the greateet comfort
discovery of the age. Cures and pre-
violet swollen feet, blisters, callous and
etre spots. Allen's Foot-Ease is se ser•
fain cure for sweating, hot, aahingrfeet.
At all druggists and shoe Moses, 25e.
Trial prickage free by mail& Addresa
Alen B. Olmstead, LeRoy, M. I'.
_
When Pilious hr tpStiVc, eat a Casca-
, Is the beet-in fact the One True Blood Purifier. •
Is ea I ret candy, cathartic-, cure guseautqed
WM, 1... • cure Beer Ills; easy to 85e.
nooa,s plus take, easy to operate. sc.
Sarsaparilla
•*.
Mr. John Morgan, of Crittenden coun-
ty, who was selected by Senator Deboe
to take Sam Elliott's place in the fold-
ing room of the Capitol, qualified this
morning. The position pays $720 per
annum.
•••
The Government managed to pay run-
ning expenses yesterday, the excess of
receipts over expenditures being $61.-
3(51. For the month the eixpenditdres
exceeded the receil Us by $2,591.62.
••• •
The usual denials may be expected
from the State Department as tO any
serious complioatious with Spain in re;
gond to Cuba. All the same it is well
known here that the policy of this Gov-
ernment will soon be expressed in rath-
er forcible language.
* •
The terms of the postmasters at Pa-
ducah, Catlettsburg and Winchester ex-
pired yesterday. The Paducah office is
tied up by a warm fight between Fisher
anti Anticraft. It is said that K. J.
Hampton ean have the Winchester of-
five if he wants it, but no recommenda-
tion has been made for the office, or for
that at Catlettsburg.
Short Paragraphs Telling
How Our Neighbors
ARE GETTING ALONG.
A Geeat Deal of Tobacco Keled-Peade Found
is Ken'ucky--Circus Scared CS.
ITEMS OF INTEREST TO EVERTBOBT.
ANOTHER FROST.-There was another
heavy trait at Paducah and over Mc-
Cracken county 1 uesday night or rather
Wedifeaday morning. It is eetimated
now that fully one fourth ef the tobac-
co crop of that (saunty has been ruined
by the two froets Tu.sday morning and
Wednesday mornieg. I he crop vrill be
very short there, art there was by no
means a full one set out.
t t
TOBACCO RCINED-Daviesq county
farmers who have been in Owensboro
within the last day or two report that
the two frosts of this week ruined from
25 to SO per cent of the uncut tobacco.
They all agree that the crop will uot on•
ly be a very short one, but that the qual•
ity of the bulk of it will be very infer-
tenor.
+ +
RUINED. A Russellville dispatch says
that huudreds of acres of fine tobacco
I were ruined in that county by the frost.
In Todd comity, kere there was leas
than half of a usual crop, the frost was
too light to do much damage. In the
vieinity of Adams Station and Spring-
field, Tenn , tobacco was damaged only
in low places.
7 +
PEARIss IN KENTUCKY.-All Old fisher-
man down at Kuttawa reports the find-
ing of pearls at the mouth of LittleRiver
which flows into the Cumberland North
of Kuttawa. He has found a number
thus far imbedded in mussels and is
prmpeeting further. He may yet make
e good thiug of his discovery, as some of
the jewels found are said to be very
large and of exceedingly fine quality.
t t t
Rixoteiso Bitees' CIRCFS- A Mayfield
dispatch says: "Ringling Bros' circus
will not show here on October 12, as ad-
vertised last week. The yellow fever
scare in the South has caused them to
change their route. If the fever breaks
up in time they will be here latter on ;
if not they promise to come early next
spring."
t
TYPHOID FEVER -For some time ty-
phoid fever has been epidemic in sever
al portioue of Calloway county, but late
reports from Murray are to the effect
that the cool weather has considerably
checked the spread of the terrible mal-
ady. Quite a number of pereons are
still confined to their beds on account of
it.
t + t
WAIVED A IlEARING.-11. W. Van
Senden formerly of Paducah, who went
to Washington about four years ago as
private secretary of John G. Carlisle,
then Secretary of the Treasury, was on
Tuesday arraigned in the police court
in Wuhington city to answer to a
charge of embezzling $4,8e7 60 from the
brokerage firm of Wilkins & Co. Afttr
consulting with his attorney Van Men.
den and his partner waived a hearing
In the mitre court anti gave bond in the
sum of .CO00 Mr Van Salidttli'M
XeliiiI1,117 MOB& kips that he Mt(
nifactorily adjust his troubles
* *
WAtirs $10,000 (1. Nhepherd, of
Clarksville. Tenn., is suing the L & N.
railroed for $10,000 damages, for the
loss of an arm. On a former trial of
the case he was awarded *2,000, but
thought that too little, so he got a re-
hearing on his case.
t t
A LEAP FOR LIFE-Henry Siebert, a
workman on the Henderson bridge,
leaped into the water 50 feet below and
still lives. A train was coming on him
and he had no w ay of escape but to
jump. Some workmeu near by took
him frOnl the water and he will proba-
bly recover.
e
THEY'RE "AGIN" HIM.-TheZpeOple of
Clarksville, Term, held a tremen-
dous mass-meeting at the court hoase
there last night, protest against the ap-
pointment of Laws Cheatham to be
postmaster at that town. The protest
will be signed by all the people of
Clarksville, and will be at one forward-
ed to President McKinley. The people
of the village on the Cumberland hope
in this way to prevent the appointment
of Cheatham, which they say would be
the worse calamity that could befall the
Pity.
+ + +
HE HAD MONET TO BURN -The will
of J. F. Wright, a well-known Daviees
county farmer, who died recently, dis-
close' that he left $75,000 in stocks.
bonds and real estate for division among
relatives. leinph! if we were just close-
ly related to some man of that sort !
W-h-e-w!!!
THE Deoterit-A dispatch for Ruesell-
ville says: "There has not been a drop
of rain in any part of Logan county
within six weeks, and the Northern por-
tion of the county is the dryest spot on
earth, there having been no rain there
since April. There will be a very abort
corn crop. Unless it rains within the
next week a water famine is inevitable
There is no water at all in the valleys
and but for the springs in the hillsides
there would now be fearful suffering all
over the county.
t t
TENNESSEE CATTLE -It has just been
announced that the pre:liaised quaran-
tine against Tennessee cattle will not
be enforced, as the railroads have agreed
not to haul any objectionable cattle.
The question that will now arise in the
mind of the public is, how can the rail-
road company or its &genes know wheth-
er cattle are objectionable or not? If a
cattle dealer drives a lot of cattle to a
depot to load and ship them it will be a
matter of imposibility for the railroad
agent or anyone else except a veterinaty
surgeon to know anything at all about
them. -Then again, what assurance has
the public that the railroad companies
are acting in good faith? They don't
usually reject a car-load of freight of-
fered them. By far the safest plan for
the State Board of Health would have
been to establish a strict quarantine law
CST CO4 OK6 k Hilt 4
,c LEAD
spied$WarT strictly
.t0441/
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THfroEmRE is no getting awaythe fact that Pure
White Lead (see list of brands
which are genuine) and Pure Lin-
seed Oil make the best paint.
.Properly applied, it will not
chip, chalk or scale off, but will
outwear any of the mixtures
offered as sub'stitutes. It is, there-
1o...re, by far the most economical.
FREE
By using National Lead Co.'s Pure White Lead Tinting Col-
ors, any dewed shade ta readily obtatned. Pamphlet Irving
valuable information and card showing samples colors free;
alio cards showing pictures of twelve houses 4' different designs painted in
various styles or Lombinauons of shades forwarded upon applicatinn thom
Intending to paint. .
NATIONAL LEAD CO., CINCINNATI BRANCH,
Cm. eth St. end Freeman Ave., Cincinnoi, 0.
1
Royal make" the food pare,
wholesome sind delicious.
Raul
bAKIN°
POWDER
Absolutely Pure
111,1M. SUMS Poo c4 a co., KW Wers.
and have it faithfully enforced. It is
always beet to be on the safe aide. Dia-
eased cattle are known to have been
shipped out of Tennessee recently, and
the men who shipped them once will not
hesitate to do it again, if they have a
chance, and we can see nothing now to
prevent it. The Board of Health has
made a mistake, and a great big one,
too.
FARM NEWSAND NOTES
THE LOUISVILLE MARKET.
The following report is furnished ex-
clusively to the New Eas by Glover &
Durrett, Loaisville Tobacco Warehouse :
Salm on our market for the week just
closed amount to 3,176 hhds., with re-
ceipts for the same period 1,546 hhds.
Sales on our market since Jan. 1st,
amount to 126,124 hhda. Sales of the
crop of 1896 on our market to thia date
amount to 109,172 hhds.
The offerings of dark tobacco have
been light, and while there has been
some advance in prices we think im-
provement has not been as decided as
the situation warrants. With the ex-
ception of leaf of decided merit or that
with extra length, the range of values
is low, with the crop prospect gloomy,
so we feel that holders of tobacco have
a reasonable right to expect a stronger
market for the grades which constitute
the greater part of stocks.
We have had a long continued
period of remarkly hot and dry weather
for the time of the year, and the tobac-
co crop in the past two weeks has suf-
fered seriously. The yield per acre
must certainly fall far below an average
yield, and very much below what the
crop was expected to turn out a few
weeks ago. Tobacco is firing and burn-
ing up on the hill, necemitating rapid
cutting in an unmatured condition.
Not only does the recent damage to the
crop apply to tobacco on the hill but
also to that part of the crop which was
housed in mature condition. The
weather has been so hot and dry that
tobacco is not curing in its usual way
but is rapidly drying up, failing to draw
substance from the etalk. Es en that
part of the crop which matured and
was honsed before being damaged will
certainly weigh very much lem than it
would have done had it cured under or-
divary weather conditions.
The following quotations fairly rep-
resent our market for dark tobacco,
1896 crop:
Trash  $1 00 to 1.50
Common to medium lugs 1 75 to 2.75
Dark rich logs, ex' quality 3 00 to 5.00
Medium to good leaf  5 50 to 9.00
Leaf of extra length  0 00 to 7.50
Wrappery styles  8 00 to 16.00
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
Louisville, Ky., Sept. 22, 1897.-Cat-
tle.-The receipts of cattle to-day were
light, numbering only Slit head, princi•
pally commoo and medium grades.
Market opened tip with a brisk IletiVe
trade on butcher rattle, Prietal tiltit to
(*bade lilffhtl, MOMS imitating Ls itistah
m lett to fifteen emits higher that Mon,
day, 'this eileetles tmeasioned by
the light supply on sale. There was no
improvement in the trade on feeders and
stockers. Market dull on that kind.
Choice mach cows and good, heavy
springs continue steady, while trashy
70WII are dull. A fair clearanoe of all
kinds wax made.
Calves.-Receipts of calves were
light, aud the demand good. Market
firm, with best selling as high as $5 73.
A 11 sold.
Extra shipping  84 51. 4 75
Light shipping  4 11 4 2.5
Best butchers  4 110 4 25
Fair to good butcher.  4 4 15
Common to meallunt butoheri  2 7 SA
Thlu, rough Steen, p0Or cows
and scalawags ..... 1 7 2 al
Good to elt.ra oxen  8 s5
Common to medium oxen.... V 75
Feeders 385
stockers  51 4o
Ith 3 Ou
Veal calves i 5 50
Choice mlich cows   22 50
Fair to good mulch cows . 12 Ou
Hogs.-The receipts of hogs to-day
were light, and the market dull and flve
cente lower The quality of the recepte
were only fair, best heavy and medium
selling at $4 35 to $4 40. Lights *4 35
4 40. The pens were well-cleared of
the desirable grades.
Choice packing and nuteners, ras
soots. s 4 4 40
Fair to good packing. IMO to NV tb 4 arl 40
Good to extra light, Pinto lartb ... 4 3/514 4 40
Fat shoats. ISO to let/ lb  . 4 Ita64
Fat shoats. WO to 120 la  a 75(04 15
Houghs. 150 to 400 M 75
Pigs, SO (090 Itu • 50
Sheep and Lembs.-Receipts fairly
libeasl, and the market ective. The
quality of the receipts was mostly good.
At the close the pens were well-cleared.
and prices unchanged.
Extra spring Iamb.  180
Good to extra snipping sheep.. $2 7643 00
Fair to good  2 aN62 75
ComMon to medium ....... I 50(a2
Sucks  1 5tetni
Stock ewes 2.50,..3
Stock wethers   2 7543 00
skip. and scalawags per head..   Mai le
Extra spring i  4 75(0 01.1
Fair to good  
Best butcher 1811111,11 2644 75
Pair good botch, r Iambs . "Ina 50
ClIde .. 0042 50
AT MAYFIELD.
The reports of damages done by the
frost grows more serious. some parts
of Graves (snotty tobacco will yield
nothing, and all kinds of vegetation is as
black us a stack of beech cats. The
titer growing crerp. !Hit could be hurt
were (Jemmied storse than ever before
kuo a 11 at this se11171/11 of the year.
The corn was duntegt d so badly by the
dry weather it has had had to be cut,
and has shriveled worse than evi r
know u.
It is feared this condition exists all
over the Purchase.
AT CLOVERPOR T.
The frost this week has damaged the
tobacco crop throughout the country to
the extent of one-half.
Mr. Marthitis Miller a prominent faru -
ex. residing in in Hardinsburg, nebr
Cloverport, Breckiuridge county, said
that William Lyons, in his neighbor-
hood, lost twenty-five acres. A great
portion of the corn crop has been de-
stroyed also. All lowland tobacco i
greatly damaged.
FREE ROAD ELECTION.
The Sheriff of Wsrreu county and his
deputies were busy all day yeeterday
pasting notices for the free pike election
which takes place in November. The
general impressioneseems to be that free
pises will carry, but quite a number of
people look for a hard fight.
Will Not Return.
Lonnie Blythe. who has been in I ou-
isville several weeks visiting his broth-
er, hae secured a position in the compos-
ing rooms ot Jim. P. Morton & 0o., and
will not return to Hoplaneville. He has
been a typo on the NEW ERA several
year'', and is a reliable and industrious
young man.
Killed By • Mule.
George Suorton, a negro boy who
worked on a farm down near Crofton,
while putting the harness ou a mule
Wedht sday morning, Was kicked by the
animal. The blow tile boy leceived was
a most terrific ono, and caused his death
u a very few minutes.
Social
Umbrella Sale!
A Great
Purchase of
•
300 Umbrellas
Salesmen's
Samples.
GO ON SALE-
Monday, Sept. 20
( Morning
EVERY IMAGINABLE STYLE IN
COTTON, GLORIA AND FINE SILK
FOR LADIES AND CHILDREN
GO AT THE BARGAIN FIGURES CHAR-
ACTERISTIC OF THIS STORE.
Also a Splendid Lot of-
SAMPLE HOSIERY
Men's and Ladies'
At Less Than
Import Prices..
Make Careful Note of the Time
and Be on Hand.
Bassett
and Company
.VICTIM OF TYPHOID FEVER.
Allem Simmons. • Pon Farmer. Died
Tuesday Morning
Mr. Alvin Simmons. a well-known
fattener of the Pon country, died Tnetts
fiat morning at seven o'clock from ty.
plibid fever. He had been sick about
t wh weeks.
the drottared wit* a intidli-law of Mt
W Otani Oats, of North Christian: He
letivea a wife and several ceildren.
'unseal ierviees worts held Wedaea-
day at ten o'clock at New Darren
ii411 church.
WAX WOW FOZ XXX? YZAZ.
A 'Letter of Advice to the People of
This City.
Dr. F. M. Stites received the follow-
ing letter Wednesday :
t Your people need have no fears of
yellow fever. They are and will be pro-
tecited in the fullest measure. We have
az inspector at Guthrie and all baggage
fot and other points in
Ktntucky is thoroughly fumigated.
l.It is a matter of much greater mo-
mjut that your town be gotten in per-
fedt sanitary condition for next summer
The danger of serious trouble will be
mich greater then and only by putting
ourselves in perfect sanitary condition
can we certainly avoid the epidemic.
"Very respectfully,
"J. M. McCormack,
"Secretary."
Confederates Reunion.
- 
-
x•Confederatee of Cobb's Battery
avid Ben Terry's Cavalry and their
friends will meet at Mint Springs, Lyon
colinty, October 14. All ex-Conferates
ari invited.
letter serious illness Hood's Sarsapa•
riga has wonderful building up power
It hmrifies the blood and restores perfect
heelth.
,
Articles of Incorporation.
Shite of Kentucky 4
feoutity of Christian
Know all men by these presents, that
vvi, the undersigned, owners of a eel:-
ta n laundry business, machinery and
fiXtures hereinafter referred to, have as-
sotaated oureelves together tis a body
u der the incorporation laws of the
C uunonwealth of Kentucky in such
e es made and provided and hereby
p blish and declare the following ar-
ti les of incorporation :
1.-The name of the company hereby
ineo rated shall be tne Eamisior
L undry Company & Dye Works.
0 -The principal place of business of
said company shall be Hopkinsville,
Kteitucky.
I -The object and purpose of the
s4d Excelsior Laundry Company &
Dpe Works is to engage in the general
iatundry business. repairing. cleaning.
istiovating and dyeing clothing of all
kinds.
4 -The capital stock of the said ( or-
i ration shall be Two Thousand Lol-,
i 8 ($2 000.00) divided iuto twenty
8 area of the par value of One Hundred
Dinners ($100 u0) each.
5.-The names of the stockholders of
ri id corporation are: G A. Hills. Sam
b ankel, J. M. Adams, J. J. Metcalfe,
E. Layne, S. A. Crawford, 0. K.
N yly, all residing in the city of Hop-
i opkinsville, Ky. Sheer to the amount
o Fifteen Hundred Dollars ($1,500) has
n paid in.
n.--rhis company shall begin busi-
nitss as soon as it has been properly or-
gantzeci and these articles are aeknowl•
iged and recorded, but not later thanof
t e 15th of October, 1897, and shall (ton -
t nue in business for a period of twenty
years unless sooner dissolved according
tto law.
T.-The affairs' of the corporation shall
1* conducted by a Preeident, Secretary
id Treasurer, Bueiness Itansger andail,
t ree Directore. who shall be chosen ini-
tially at the Ootnpany's principal office
it Hopkinsville tou the first Tuesday af•
ter the first Monday in January. All
tee officers and directors shall be stock-
lders.
s -The highest amount of indebted-
doss of the corporation ehall be five hun-
dred dollars (e00).
Ili -The prIvate property of the stock-
holders shall not be subject to nor liable
fhr any of the debts of the said corpora-
t ou.
SAM FR ‘NKIIL.
C(1 KE. LWeNeile've..
J. J. MED steet.
S A. I RAW FORD.
G. A. Bretz.
The offieers electedjto. MPerAvDeArntil the
en regular annual meeting are: C. K.
yly. President ; G. A. Hole, Secy. &
reas. ; S. A. Crawford. Business Man-
ger • J. M. Adams, 0. E. Layne, Sem
rankel, Directors.
Hopkiniville, Ky., Sept. 22, let/7.
.11116.1181•
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Stolen asj
From my stable Sunday nighty( a
black mare, bridle am'. middle m 7
years old, 14 hands high, collar
both shoulders, has tender mouth
holds head up, hoof of left fore
with crack serves Pattie. Will ger
ward for her return.
J. A E s term' ti.,*
Hopkinsrillts;
ring eligible building
Iota for *ale on loth et
Ono lot corner Vinci
atreet and J lit otreet, a
one lot on 1leit street.
ply to
Dr. J. A. OUNT
s •
ALL PERSONS *
Holding claims againet Winfree
& Co . of Hopkinreille, Ky.. are be
notified to file same with me in my
lice in Hopkinsville, Ky pro y
proven, on or before the first dares(
October, 1697. This the 15th dap•A3f
Sept.. 1897. WILLIAM T. Foweee,
M aster Commissioner.
FOR SALE. ",
Three houses and lets, situated. on
Seventeenth street, Hopkinsville. My..
one*, two-story house and other two
cottages. Good neighborhood. Prices
and terms reamonable.
d&w tf HUNTER WOOD & BOlid
Notice to Creditors.
All parties holding 4:ainie against Da-
vid Bourlaud are hereby notified to tile
their claims with me or with Hunter
Wood & Son for me, on or before Octo-
ber 1st, 18.97. Also persons indebted to
said David Bourland will please pay
their indebtedness to me and save cost.
September 1, 1897. wetreod
JOHN M. DleLIN.
Amignee of David iseurland.
W. P. WINFREE, L. 7, t HT.
Winfree & Knight,
Real Estate.
The Undereigned having associated
themselves together for the purpose of
carrying on a general real estate busi-
ness. Will buy sell rent and exchange
real estate. We have excellent facili-
ties for csanducting the business and will
advertise property put into our hands
free of charge. Parties having preperty
to sell or rent will do well to place same
with us.
The following is a partial list of prop-
erty in our hands for sale in which we
hsve some choice bargains.
230 acres of good land, miles from
Lei-nine, in Todd county, Ky.. of which
40 aores is in timber. This farm is in a
high state of cultivatian in one of the
beet neighborhoods in the State, and is
well improved, has new cottage dwell-
ing, 2 tenant houses, 2 tobacao Darnell,
stable and otheo onthoupee, plenty of
stook water. This place is a great bar-
gate , and if sold righ away, will take
.6,400 for it.
Two good resident lots on Main 'tree.
in eopkinsville, well-located. The only
vaeant lots on West side of Main street
for eale at a low price.
firgt-class farm of 31$ acres, of
which 50 acres is in timber, near Church
Hill, in Christian county, Ky. This is
s fine farm in good condition, 150 acres
in glover, dwelling with 6 rooms and
two porches, 4 tenant house*, good
qablep, 3 tobacco harts, large machine
house and other good outhouses. A bar-
gain at $10,000.
2N) acres of land between NEAlielile
road and L. ee it. H. at Calsky,Ctirie-
tian county, Ky. Will be sold at a bar-
gain.
300 OCT.'S of land near Garrettaburiz.
Christian county, Ky. Thla is good
!awl and ought to bring '25 par 6Cre. 2
tenant houses on it and 2 barna. Price
$1,500.
A beautiful lot on East side of Main
street, Hopkinsville, Ky. fee ft front
Main street and runs back to Virginia
street. (hie of the most desirable va-
cant lots in town.
113 town lots on Darren avenue for
salie
IgIegliit Int feez200 ft. on J4 sup are-
unlit. Good home With 4 large 1130111s. 2
porches. cistern, outbuildings, shade
fruut trees. Price $1,400.
lionse and lot 60:200 feet on Pecond
street. House with 4 rooms. pori h, cis-
t,_:rn and outbuildings. Price $1,00D.
House and lot on Seeond street 01 1.200
fe4t. HollSe has 7 means, porch, ea tern
and outbuildiuwe. Price $1.200.
WINFREE & KNIGHT.
Mr. mnurnalahy M.
Mr. H. H. Abernathy, of the Central
Warehouse, is confined to his bed br
malarial fever. He is quite tick
Va.
\el
ete,
+re
SHINE AS STIES•Ia e may turn many tb tiebteoulneall tneos
 ate oauld Millik thnt it Weald re • '
• by Christian admonition. Do not wail quire real •,,. eh a pillar h
undreds ef t
until you ean make a tonna' speech. itleenteueisee t:iites heti) and chains hulk, .-- - -
THE CHRISTIAN nOete E. RS WILL Address the one next to you. You will Idrals of t '-, eueues
 of mil: s aim aal '
SI REWAROED ABOVE. ; slot go home *lune 
today. Between this I at the to, ein et tho chains Imenis on
. ! 
i
------- 
arid your place of stopping you may de- leither nee. Ine....eds of thou. :tees of
' Full cide the eternal deet
iuy of an immortal miles' wide, :eel that then Oelaipertenots
likaseese resseetses a s•ermoo of spirit. Just one mentence may do the !alone coditi p. ;t the mountains into the
lesw Dineosiroced Toner. ILL the work, just one question. just one look. Iseeke reel ;lee hills intu the Letence.
but puny wee Lee boa canal to the tux-
dertakutg :1 ,1 len tot a little balance
oil his ret tile try end weighed woild
ageism wee et %ea, be hes pullet oat
Christian werkere nd Oen a gam. 
goal on earth that you may not bring to his Inemetreee lea :eel Allitor-InTtl thataff I
hope for all thileie who are discour- i 
tied
 
if you rightly go at it. The
y said e,;..-. :,.i, lifl.LCD tatil.•,8 in ammeter,
(.""*"""' The formal talk that begins with a sigh
inset Ina Will Ream oa Fore e•r. and ends with a canting 'snuffle is not
evermegateeme sew. ig_mhee ! what is wanted. but the 
heart throb of
&t.shesabrightlight into the 11 • ma
n in dead earnest. Then, is nett a
effeen
•
"AK
•
in their attempts to do geed. Dr. I tit tar e'en not 
en.
es text is Darnel tit. 3, • •Thev rock 
1,600 feet high and 3 miles long-
Aim time matey eight,„,,,seem dude but the English 
and Dutch did take it.
as the soins eere„r end „er Artillery and tappers and 
miners and
Jewry „roe ma e thewiewe more ime fleets peraring out 
volleys of death and e, ,1
gg legemege ime„.hee. his mete gewh thousands o
f men reckless of danger can c e t
through all t he earth. His brauch- do an
ything. The stoutest heart ohm, m Lee , ; , . e , ; ; ee . 
. t
tiptoed through all the heavens. He 
though it be rock and surrounded by all I steal::: ja. i:.,1,i n 1 :L.--11O; no.... , f meetee
n
,epeettewah voice. ‘,4th "e, with hand, 1 ocean of transgrestion. under C
hristian' mut it nemezeuele t 1 e y. end the week-
• mei 79,000 miles in diameter and
I one r 89,0_ 'J et in ellentear and
t het Ii e se•-•::•:1:•st trial we the of
. ; t A-
r
Iona as bombardment lusty hoist the flag of re- , e. r. ,nt gatey
 it «Mtn greeter tleen
iggeh foot. }lig gammon of ten 1,4
liniader and his life is a dirge or a doe- demPti"a• 
all thet tem rime ;me f archengel.
M. TIters' is no such titing
nit influence Wee are all positive in 
and Christian work for nothing? My
text promises
the One.- we occupy. making the world luster. 
to all the faithful eternal
"They that turn many to right-
better OF making it werse, on the Lord's
awe or, on te„ 'I'' Ii 5, nueLnw
shall shine as the stars forever."
 up Arm-
for sow for enr ee,e,e,eneee or 
banishment. As stars the redeemed have, a borrowed
sad we have elready done work in peo-
pling heaven or hell. I hear people tell
• a what they arc' going to do. A man
'vim has burned down a city might as
talk of e .me evil that he expects to
- do, or a man who has saved an empire
alien as well talk of some good that he
strains to do. Hy the force of your evil
llagaineas you have already consumed
inditite values, or you hare by the pow-
filialf a right influence w,,ti whole king-bolt- (loci
It Would be abetter' fer at. by, elabo-
Sate argunient, prove that the world
is off the track. Yon ;night as well
stand at the foot of an embankment,
Mitt the wrath 4 a repolsed rail train,
gliwring by elelserete Mfglittiont that
1101111114111,01 Id oft of tilting Atisitil tUld•
Nod woe the etutankatent Mooctittilled
NM sad the whole race, In ,eue long
Ineta. has gotta us nuubling iii the mune
direction. thwah ! Crash! The only game
'ion now is, By what leverage can the
crushed thing be It ('1! By what hem-
mer easy the, fragments be reconstruct-
ed? I want to show you how we may
turn many to righteotamiees and what
Will be 1)ur future per for so doing.
Charm of • Right 'Example.
VIVA We may tarn them by the
charm of a right example. A child com-
b* from a filthy home was taught at
school to wash its face. It went home
so much improved in appearance that
It mother washed her face, and when
the father of the, household came home
and saw the improvement In domestic
appearance he washed his face. The
neighbors. happeningim maw the change
and tried the same experiment, until
But is all this admonition and prayer Le:thee. "It eete net vet tever-r
what ea sledi Weilozu tine shell
Leine e veto:mita that rheei pos-
sem iv -ream, Mee _ti thea shell do
ever) et-ey stall cenum-
wren • !„ ,eiel 0 t lo like
light. What makes Mars and Venus „ .
and Jupiter so 11mile-ewe When the sum ,
.throws down his torch in the heavens, t„
the stars pick up the watered brandMee,
and hold them in procession as thaiClit".
queen of the night advances. So elm t.,
Christian worker& standing around t e„,
throne, will shine in (be light borrsweq
from the Sun of Righteocuniess--Je
In their faces, Jones in their songs, J
sus in their triumph.
To Signe .1. Forever.
Christ left heaven once for a tour o
refleniptiou ,,n earth, yet the, glorified
otos knew he would come back (maim,
That let him abdicate his throne and gel
sane' to star flIfeTer, the mush, wonlei
etep, thee eaglet/totem wetted deeper
Site lollit1144 ,if that to darkened, 1174
levers ,d life ilAgnete, a,itl eVter eltartot
would beceines a beanie, end every bell
would toll, and then, would tun It.
MOW on the hillsides to bury the dead
of the great metropolis, for there would
be pestilence in heaven. But Jesus thee
and so all the redeemed live with himi
He shall recognize them as his comrade"
in earthly toil and remember what they
did for the honor of his name and for
the Agreed of hie kingdom. All then'
prayers and tears and work will rise bef
fore him as he looks into their fume
and he will divide his kingdom with
them-his peace, their peace; his hole
nem, their holiness; his joy, their joy;
The glory of the central throne reflected
from the surrounding thrones, the luet
spot of sin struck front the Christ tap
orb, and the entire nature a-tremble
and aelash with light, they shall shine
as the stars forever and ever.
Again, Christian workers shall tie
all that etreet was purified. and the next . like the stare in the fact that they ha
street copied its example, and the whole a light independent of each other.
city felt the result of one schereboy
washing ha face. That is a fable by
which we set forth that the beet way to
ipat the world washed of its gins and
pollution is to have our own heart and
life cleansed and purified. A man with
puce in his heart and Christian cheer-
fidness in Ins face and holy consistency
in his behavior is • perpetual sermon,
and the sermon differs from others in
that it has but one head and the longer
tit runs the better.
There are honest men who walk down
'Wall street making the teeth of
ty chatter There are happy men who
go into a sickroom and by a look help
the broken bone to knit and the excited
siectres drop to a calm beating. There
are pure men whore pretence silences
the tongue of uncleanness. The might-
agent of mod on earth is a CiOnsist•
WA Christian. I like the Bible folded
between :ids of cloth or calfskin or
enceneem Imt I like it better when, in
the shape of a than. it goes out into the
weld a Bible illustrated, Courage is
beautiful to read about, but rather
would 1 we a man with all the world
spina him o pendent as thetigh all the
world were for lion. Patience its beau.
taJ to read about, but rather would 1
ilee a buffetal ant eshaly waiting for
Ike time of .1eliv,•nince. Faith is bean•
teal to mad a Is tut, bat rather would I
find a man in the midnight walking
straight on tee though he saw every-
thing. Oh. how many souls have been
earned to God by the charm of a bright
maniple!
, When, in the Mexican war, the
troops were wavering, a general rose in
his stirrupsand dashed into the enemy's
lines, sheeting, "Men. follow me!''
They, seeing his courage and dispesi-
lion, dashed on after him and gamed
the victory. What men want to rally
them for (kid is in example to lead
• them_ All vur commands et others to
advance amount to nothing as long as
you stay behind. To affect them aright
you need te start for heaven yourself,
looking tack only to give the stirring
cry of "Men, follow"'
ras Power of Prayer.
Again, we may turn =my to right-
13011allese by prayer There is no such
detective as prayer, for no one can hide
wway from it. It puts Its hand on the
iibmider of a men
 
l. ,e'' tildes Off It
alights On a ship metetientic. The
little child canuet understand the law
at electricity er how the telegraph oper-
ator. by touching the instrument here,
may dart a meesage under the Sea to
another ea, ineut, nor can we, with
our small 'el re. L.,s-t, understand how the
touch ef a leratian's prayer shall in-
stantly strike a soul on the other side
of the earth. You take ship and go to
some ,.,ther cotuatry and get there at 11
o'clock in the morning. You telegraph
to America and the menage gets here
at 6 enteric the dame morning. In other
words, it wenue to arrive here five hours
belore it started. Like that is prayer.
God say-s- • • Before they call I will
hear •' ro,mertake a hived one on the
raid you may spur up a lathered steed
until he shall ontrace the, one that
brought thee news to Ghent, but a pray-
er shall catch it at one gallop. A boy
running away from home may take
the midnight train from that country
village and reach the 'import in time to
pin the ship that sails on the merrow,
but a mother's prayer will be on the
deck to meet him, and in the itsminock
biome he swinge into It, and at the tap-
Eau before be winds the rope errand
and al thews. against the sir Rehy ?hp
venue plows un toward it. There is
mightiness in prayer. George' Muller
prayed e cotupany of poor horse to-
gether and then he prayed up an atm-
hun in which they might be sheltered.
He' turned his face toward Edinburgh
and prayed and there came E1,000. He
turned his L'face toward London and
prayed and there came 21.000. He
turned his face toward Dublin and
preyed and there came £1,000. The
breathof Elijah's prayer blew all the
ationdie on' the sky, and it was dry
weather. The breath of Elijah's prayer
blew all the clouds together, and it was
Wet weather. Prayer, in Daniel's time,
walked the rare as a lion tamer. It
reached upend took the sun by its gold-
en Ine and stepped it and the moon by
Its silver bit and stopped it.
We have all yet to try the full power
of prayer. The time will come when
the American church will pray with its
face toward the west, and all the prai-
riea and inland cities will eurrender to
and will pray with face toward the
spa. 41al all the islands and *hips will
boom., Christian. l'arents who have
wayward SOUS will get closet; on their
knees and way, "Lord, wilel. my boy
born.'.' ' and the boy in Canted will get
right up free the gaming table end go
down to one out which ship game first
for Ameriea.
Noss Meows flow to Plitt.
Not one or 11.4 yet knows how to pray.
All we have done as yet has only been
petering. A boy gets hold of his fa-
th, r•s saw and hammer and mien to
• something, but it is a poor affair
that he make*. The father comes and
takes tete same saw and hammer and
builde the house or the ship. In the
ehildle. el of our Christian faith V:43
make but poor work with theme weapons
of prayer. but when we come' to the
stature ef men in Christ Jeans then. un-
der thew implements, the temple of
God will rise and the world's resciemp-
tion will be launched God cares not
for the length of our prayers, or the
ntunber f cur prayers, or the beauty of
our prayers, or the place of our prayers,
but it is the faith in them that tells.
Behoving prayer scars higher than the
lark ever sang, plunges deeper than (lir
up at the night and see each world
show its distinct glory.' It is not Mile
the conflagration, in which yen cannet
tell where one flame stops and another
begins. Neptune. Herschel and Mercury
are as distinct as if each one of then
were the only star. Se our individual-
ism will not be lost in heaven. A greet
multitude-yet each one as observable,
as distinctly recognized, its greatly cele-
brated, as if in all the space, from gee*
to gate and from hill to hill, he were
the only inhabitant-no mixing up, tio
mob, no indiscriminate rush, teeth
Christian worker standing out illustei-
°me, all the story of earthly achiege-
ment adhering to each one, his self de-
nials and pains and services and vio-1
emirs published.
Before men went out to the last Mar
the orators told them that they wodld
all be remembered by their country apd
their names be comme.momted in poetry
and in song. But go to the graveyanllin
Richmond, and you will find them
6.000 graves, over each of which is the
inecription, ''Utecieten." The %voted
does rot remember its hernee, but there
will be no unrecognized Christian
worker in heaven. Each one known Am
all-grandly known, known by amea•
illation, all the mixt story of work for
Gal gleaming in cheek and brew end
foot and palm. They shall Rhine with
distinct light as the in trs forever am'.
over.
snowy cameo or Wave.
Again, Christian workers cluell shine
liee the stars in cluster,. In lemaintt -
you and the worlds in family ci
Brothers and sisters, they takes le, ii ot
each other's hands and dance in emeps.
OtiOn in a group. The Plene II
group. The solar system is only a e•eni-
pany of children, with bright Meets,
gathered around one great fireplace..
The worlds do not,etreggit, off. They
go in squadrons and fleets, sailing
through immensity. So Christian work-
era in heaven will dwell in neighbor-
hoods and clusters.
I am sure that some people I nil]
like in heaven a great deal better than
others. Yonder is a gonstellatioi4 of
stately Christians. They lived on earth
by rigid rule. They never langtied.
They walked every hour, anxious 'lest
they should lose their dignity. But they
loved God, and yonder they shine in
brilliant constellation. Yet I shall not
lam to get into that particular grhup.
Yonder is a constellation of smell 'maul-
ed Christians-asteroids in the eternal
astronomy. While some souls gel up
from Christian battle and blaze ;like
Mars these asteroids dart a feeble ray
like Vesta. Yonder is a constellatiqn of
martyrs, of apostles, of patriarchs. :Our
souls as they go up to heaven will peek
out the most congenial society. !
Yonder is a constellation almost
merry with the play of light. On Mirth
they were full of sympathies and siings
and tears and raptures and congratula-
tions. When they prayed, their Morde
wok fire; when they sang, the tune
could not hold them; when they Wept
over a world's woes, they sobbed es if
heartbrekeu; when they worked for
Christ, they flamed with enthusiasm.
Yonder they are-circle of light, men-
stellation of joy, galaxy of fire. I Oh.
that you and I, by that grace whick can
triumform the worst into the: best, Merle
at last pail in the wake ed that fleet and
wheel in that glorietet group tut thee
stirs forever unel ever!
Again, Christian weaken' will Shine
like the stars in swiftness of !motion
The worlds do not step to shine. There
are no fixed star., save as to militia,
position. The star apparently motet thor-
oughly fixed flies theusandit of m le' s a
minute. The astronomer, using hie tele-
scope for an alpenstex•k, leaps from
world crag to world crag and finas no
oar standing still. The chamois Nutter
has to fly to catch his prey, but dot an
swift is his game as that which thh
entist tries to shoot through the tower
of observatory. Like petrels midetlan-
tic, that seem to come from no 'these,
and be bound to no lauding place, fly-
ing, flying, so thew great flocks of
worlds rest not as they go, wine and.
wing, age after age, forever and ever.
The eagle hartes to its prey, bet we
shall in 'peed beat the eagles. Youl have
under whose feet the miles slip 1 ke a
noticed the velocity of the Min rOftle
smooth ribbon, and as he panel; the
four hoofs strike the earth in such quick
bent your pulses take the eiarne
tem, but all them things are notiswift
in comparison with the motion of *Mich
I speak. The moon moves 5-1,000nniles
in a day. Yonder Neptune tlaskes on
I 1,0e0 meet; in an hour. Yielder; Mer-
cury goes 109,000 miles in an hour. So
like the stars the Christian shall tithine
in swiftnem of motion,
With the Speed of a Star.
You hear new of father or mother or
child sick 1.e00 miles away, Mid it
takes you two days to get to there! Yon
hear of some Mae of suffering ant de-
mands "our immediate attention. tat it
taken you an hour to get there Oh, the
joy when you shall, in fulfillment of
the text, take starry speed and bee qual
to 100,000 miles an hour! Havine on
earth got used to Christian wort., you
will not quit when death striketxjan.
vYou will only take on more e ity.
There is a dying child in Lozd4, send
its spirit must be taken up to ' You
are there in an instant to do it. ;There
is a young man in New York tope ar-
rested from going into that gate tif sin.
You are there in an instant to arrest
him. Whether with spring of foot, or
service of wing, or by the force of some
new law that shall hurl you to t..14e spot
where you would go, I know n4t, but
my text suggests velocity. All j space
inc ee 11 over sank, darts quicker than open before you, with nothing .) bin-
nemuneg ever thaama Though we have der you in mimeo!, of light az 1 lino
useel ‘Inly the back of this weapon in- and joy, you shall shine in swift etee of
steal of the edge, what marvels hers motion as the stars forever and cite'.
been wry-meta I If Raved, we are all the' Again. Christian workers, like the
asp( ivee of mine (anima prayer. Would earn, shine in magnitude. The nioist il-
(lcd that. in Maine for the reecue of literate mail knows that these thijigs in
immix we mehto
 Inreoyee Lay hole of the sky, looking like gilt butte's, are
Oktiesourceit ct the Lot Ouisupoteittt goat mimes of nutter. To 'wenn%
t .•
t
ini r-
;
v !,,
e s .k.v t r and
eat.
Laetly-m: . to Otte point my
annul tdr.met. I. miles dreen une r the
content phu t axes, E.! I (
tire ea-veers ereell shine le demean
Th set le stnet that la& down titrin us
l's keel (Molt titan vlif 1,.
herds. elm nteteet (lint I teat flinthina
taro* tho thri ti' I
e if it t IV' Ilia
IitcIIltdCl It t I wilt ,kotta y the
monitor, mitt if, p thittel mit lite
hirtlIplletm, it luta i'Ver ;II^ wan.
dcritie thomali ibo 'lessons, %%Inching
tu ere 1..ow the world .voulei tnet hitel
Whets Adieu awoke the garden lu
the este' of the day, I , RIK' netting out
threugh the elm& at the evening the n
Mame worlds that gres.teel us last night.
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WE ARE ASSEtem..• : TilE cour,ls CUR RIGHT •ro THE
EXCLUSIVE USE al' THE WORD "CASTORIA,"
 AND
"PITCHER'S C.IfI;TORIA,” 
(e. f RADE fiLeRK.
I, DR. SAMUEL. F TCHER, 
sf Hyannis, Massachusetts,
was the originator of "PITCHER'S CASTORIA," the sam
e
bear the fac-simile signature of (77.:z4- 1-1121----a:4';:
 
wrapper.
that has borne and c:J.cs now 
on every
This is the original 'PITCHER'S CAS
TORIA," AA has been
used in the homes of the ..'!fothei 3 of kae
rica for over thirty
years. LOCK CAREFULLY at the w
rapper and see that it is
the kind .uou have alwal:3 bought 4eicr
on the
and has the signati!re of
per. No one has authority from me to use m
y name ex-
cept The Centaur Company of which C
has. H. Fletcher is
President.
March 8, 1897.
Do Not Be Deceived.
Do not endanger the life of your child by 
accepting
a cheap substitute which sc:-.1a druggist may off
er you
(because he makes a few more pennies on it), 
the in-
gredients of which even he does not know.
"The Kind You Have Always Bought"
BEARS THE FAC-SIMILE SIGNATURE OF
Ina on Having
The Kind That Never ailed Yott
*thalweg, ft  einem etc teas CV.
doh..
bell that souuded the signature of the sog r mi
atisswirazrxi==. ;
334
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Declaration :,f ludepnelence. on can-
not ring it now, but this great chime of
night ring out us street a tone as when
silver tells that strike in the dome of Elf 
ANNijAL
God cueing them at the creation. Look
up at tlight tine hnow that the white 
Olen
-wee
lilies that bloom in all he hanging 
-"I
gardens of our King are century plants 
mer.
-net blooneug once in 100 more but
throneh all tin centurime The star at
whe•li th o meriner looks tonight WIL3
the ligh: by which the slept Tershish
STOCK SHOW 4111.110
were g- ides! aerna the Mediterrenetua 
and the erten:et found its way 
-my
int.. Lepanto. Their tamer et as bright g.h'e
ewe
tonight a; v..11, n. in meant battle, the .„ 
nee,
Stare in their courses fought aeminst i h 
-nit
Stoma. • . mem- 
mime
-ma
To the ancients the stars were sym-
bols of eternity. But Moe the figure of gas. 1,, 
-eter,
my test breaks down-not in relent, $5.,•••• 
...Pp
but in the iralmeice el th: judgment- fa- 
-.AI
The stars said' not shine ferover. The prim • 
•••/3
Bible tays they shell tell lie(' autumnal "Pe 
eel
leaves. As v:ii .0 the menierthoz factery gib" 
-mai
-melt
Land atm et nightfall fern the imeli orp....4-
WIlnd all the entailer wheels eletle. a 4tiee_ 
-el.
ams
their speed mid with blower and eine5 r gma,
melees they turn until they come t . a gene- r..4 
-me.111
full stop, eo this greet machinery of the ,,--- 
'j
-esE
universe, wheel within wheal, making teete-
revolutioe of appalling speed, shall, by toll' et 
eseee
the touch cf Gml'e hand. slip the baud , re- ' 
...KO
of prment 1„te zed slacken end teem -See 
-mi*
That is what will bo tho matter with vaeg, to 
-Mel
the mom:tales. The chariots in whieh
they rate 'atoll halt se ouldenly that fem.. 1'41
the Uwe shall be thrown out Star eye- 
men
-...*
amid fnuerel torches of burning aortae ' eellee N
Coastelletione mhell threw ashes feu 
ale, 
. v‘'•-- teI
' 
1-vialf
•-egg
-see
after scar shall be carried (cut to burial . eine- te
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Of the Christian County
Fair Company, Inc., to
be Held at
HOPKINSVILLE,
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A sick mar is like a tigilley._
mall who goes up in a qv-
harrion. Hr Is. Mown Mite
hither end thither by le•
the winds of disease. -„_>,
A traveler by rail or
steamer has a regular
track, lie is reasona-
bly certain of reaching
a given destination;
but the balloonist is at
the mercy of totally
uncertain elements. No track, no course,
no rudder. no certainty that any breeze may
not bring destruction.
So with the sick man His disordered
eonstitution renders every natural operation
uncertain. No organ can be depended on
to do its normal work. The stomach will
not digest food: the liNer will not filter hil-
t/qv,. poisons fr..nn th- blood; the kidneys
and skin will not e,xcrtie the waste. No
regular nourishing or aeifying process is
going on. rare is no certainty except the
certainty of suffering.
In all dyspeptic, bilious. debilitated con-
dition., what is needed is to change the ab-
normal, erratic operations of the system
into a natural, regular, straightforward pro-
zress in the right direction. Nothing in the
world will do this so tepidly and certainly
is Dr. Pierre's Golden Medical Discovers',
It directly re-Mates the vitalizing fun'-
Lions. It sets the stomach and liver into
natural, heatem operation red gives the
nicedneaking Manes power to manufacture
in abundance of prire. rich blood.
It creates appetite; bui'ds up muscular
4trentah, and banishes nervousness and
neuralgia. As it can be assimilated by the
weakest stomach, its nourishing properties
are far superior to nauseatinz cod liver oil
severe comfits and an wastine diseases.
The druggist cc Inc recommend. something
•lse "just as zood" is thinking mere Of
'us extra profit on the "just as good" kind
inn of your wettare.
their hatee. end ull ep and doom the
The w - c.f exhibitors have been
d and a liberal premium
Art c,ffered !i; •t will atract and faring
the bc.A steel-. in coristian and adjoin-
ing counties to compete at this show.
Special arrangements for public ve-
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workers :shell never
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'('his well keowit artnie hits beta Flu .
ersesfully used by hotese-kapers :our, •
where for years and its makers hope to
make a permanent customer of you. It
will surprise and pima, you. Just the-
thing for keeping bicycles bright.
Simply tend your address on a postal
to SILICON, 30 Cliff St,. New York.
We make special offers to housekee p
CATARRH
COLD HEA
NAcAL CATARRH
IS A LOCAL DISEASE
el ls the result ot
and ..uotio-ti en-
gin! le chanavs.
r• misty does
not contain Inert lir,
'rally other 'twirl-
.43 thug,.
ELI'S
Cream Bairn
opens atm ciente. t he
nasal passii !aye
wan and It.th AAAAA {ill-
Seen. flAIIIS Miff
03 tee nienthrane
re -lit (*old.. It...tor.,
lb.' tit orici 11,14 quirk Iv ntr.
sorbed. OtV.-s r.-11.4 at 1,111..•,
drugglati or by man: sample In eeet. 1,y
mall. 1tItl Elite.
Se. V. arr.m St.. N, -w York.
Secret of Beauty
:s health. The secret ollte:71th
the pov.rer to dige t 2lil assir
date a prop-'r (Inanity of foo,
This can nc -.-er be done win
the liver does not: act it's pa
Do you know this'
-Cu't s are an ab!,(
iute cure.'
pepsia, s'...; -stomach, malar:
coastipati.. )n, torpid liver, pili
jmn.dice'. 1.,i'jot!, Ulio, •
ne:is and kit:tired • 
Tutt'A Liveie Pills
No gambling, drinking or racing
will be allowed.
AtorlISS:ON : : : 25 CENTS.
For Cat. IC, or further informa-
tion, address
jOUFTT
ASS'T. SECRETAPY,
M. v. DULIN.
uSJJj2 NT.
We Have Decided to Con-
tinue Our Great Cash Rais=
I
ing Sale Until Oct. i.
-wte,
—.oat
—40
Everything in the house at 5
per cent. abpve cost.
We need the money, you need the
goods, let's trade.
This includes sc.-4: .g machir--. We ri
Sell Ze first-class =Cline. for $20 cash. r 1-.
GraVCC7. & Condiv, 11
. .
HOC Main Strat.
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I • ' • 1:i) ltt,.1 overeaul yen- lacer!
se re-place eny merit en cii.
cileplete •Tonensular," "Steel en, Lor-
Stoves end Rangcs, everyone iLuctente e J. told
as io'. til 'trice ae any stoves of equal worth
e Do Not cairn They fi ‘: the B-st.
Eut Are E...qual to any 14 the Maim.
Sea our oil and gasoline stoves. Let us S).-ure
1 !
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At -ay. Pr.. •
\As/ lite." ere
HIS RESICNATiON.
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ae,-•
or peit ante! Oh!: .
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Cool
; Song:thing to t,:rrt up
j
• A rn I; trust e u mimed in the
. Tee puelle ;•el.es Its Meek is
:au tent \vie be waterer?.
I The Madrid gev• mute tit et le cset, t
atm' :'is to have SIKlut as feeble a grip
Meet iao ame Lee s ...ag on -pan as it lemon Calm,
Mi late-fere te M.() Basetsh d,
SO THE PRESIDENT PiletAISE; GEN. LEE
nirketed. to Nemo meal
Washinuton, S.mt. 20.-Pre sident kfc•
Kelley on 8 eturday aimed General Fitz-
hugh Lee to e itheraw his rt.-moisten'
tendered last ch and Toone to oubs.
T1 General e owe uteu to no so
President Me:Kinley informed Gen
L at th'e'ir talk SkItarda.3,', tent he
woold not eccept the resignation in the
pre tet critical Pit uatiou in thee
island, and begged the Consul General
to return. The amiversetion between
the President and General Lee lasted
nearly two hours. The President was
especielly anxious to know 33 het charities
tee patriots have of enemas,
prAiN Meet trete,
Mee Li e hall haltered fur wino the,
that the pslulsh est* is luipelosa nee
Mid the Proatelatit oe, t s7 Aleut
Mena IWO the Pialidelalit mom whits
the eottforenae was to progress Ned vs
tuitittett to this
President McKinley is very much
pleased with the manner In week) Lien
Lee ha. Oersted his duties Juba
It is saiu the, President kte eley as
qured Gen Lee that meow tl, , war soon
ended the United Stutes would inter-
fere to stop futtheerAbviexed. _ sheet
tiDon't eomeoo plt and •• *I•
i,it 
 ;our
If you . • eat to quit twee aetig eae•
ily ann .41rever, ee nittOr •ItT011 ,
magnetic, full of new his met vigor,
rake No-Te-Bac, the won or eorker,
that makes weak men street. Many
gain ten pounds in ten days. Over 400,-
000 cured. Buy No-To-Bite of your
druggist, under guarantee to cure, 50
or $1.00. Booklet and sample mailee
ao e. Steeteig Rerreoy 4'0.. Chica-
go or N. there
A BANK FAILS
I SPECIAL TO NEW re j
Benton Harlem S,:i8.-The
First National k ref lb - has
t need b. I. b.. Ex-
an,ieer this morrow. N, ele c the ex-
tent of the ;aline nor me tee itevi
been neale put-lo )et, SO We pt-Opl."
this place who hove money in • -task
do not know the 'xtent-of t i.011Ms,
Cat-
tts t. 
• I/1
C.11741'., bestir
ri.a ;... me It" “Ale ,trow,
hate teas is line 44‘44 ljf•The, "4. 
JAZ, Se EPICS -a' cot I : 1lilosuoto4 Treater on Liu: as
5'.' Kr 4 . r s 0111.•
BANK CLEAM GS.
-.acme TO NIKW ER..I
New York. Sept. 18.-B et k clearin,.b
in U at,41 St ito•s for the imilt wee),
show an lumens(' of A2.0 per mat. over
the clearings for the vornesponeflug week
last year,
_
Certainly you meet want to suffer
with elope-psis, eematipation. rick brad.
eche, 1111110W ektu and lois of teppetite.
Yon have never tried DeWitt's Little+
Early linters for these complaints or you
would bevel len t: clone Itiey are small
pills but gnat ref:Mato:9. 11.C. Herd.
stick.
-
A COLOS- AL FRAUD.
keeceme. ekes ,
Washiegton, Sept. 18,-Pension Com-
missioner Ea es thinks It stie be necee-
eery to ask Como' 34 ht Its ...at Kessler
far a de-tici&'ur'cm epproprateei to meet
the demands of the pension list. The
pension appropriatiee for the year is
$111,263,eb0, but the paements w•11
.111101111t to $147 5(0.000
M. he-
t:El. os
•eflGel/ ""
Not only hare th pe sent 's l,('-. mop
male. the farmer feel impay, Lut it has
slim furnished fun for the hulls.
We ere told tent the le eizieeke is "te
land ef lack." Yea, pretty hard luck
for the nsejferity of the people that go
there.
Girls, both yontet and old, who are
anxious to marry mill find it no trouble
to do so if they will go up to the Klon-
dike. Women are at a big premium up
tie re.
Federal juoges up in t enneylvania
have no teatime whatever either for
pn(:tc opintou or the law. A fete MI-
pewarat 1.t W•Allti do more good than
any them else.
PUBL C ROA ee.
race ‘1.. TO %kw
Nashville, Tenn , Sept. -te --The Na'
tonal nowt Pie Ir9214.1)t .•“-I in this
city ea eta uto: s r o mending
State am. Fed. eel . netting
And a limited DSO of convict lacer.
been era'
they A, •,, •,4,411 w a
ed by e. lit c .&-.'s • . •
,onah k %sae., helm. 1,
lief. it C. tree ick
ey ;and
..• sum
linnet
-se re-
A E,16 efeeVENTi0h.
ierFrIA1.10 lega •
Loneville, Kr , S. pi • Fifteen
peote 41450 C ••••• t P. Mb.
t* ',tit.. •• • .* . a 'oral
t.• . Mayor
When bilious or ,...-to
ret canny (nth 'mire •
elk- 24
LEr 1 c u.irsE. IL
Le I.e. 1.,,Ve,
CASICa
• a toed
A • bele. Ili -Jet .
WS. Alphonse Demiet once teed of tin
old mat ho slept in the ream re at
her loom', an I 'shin evety evening m-
oquette! all the delimit of the, de-; to the
portrait at her hulletue, dead e .are be-
fore,
&MI .11•11•11.
It it Well Wit III e hit:111MAF Heti r
men Who kVIti Iteell orrotti till iint,t0.1
APO rstertillig in this rsonitry Ii toutoo
hmIth awl waritito writs,
nigi the devil doing business at the eld
.tand,
it quiry I. to he. meat. of ., • et at Net.
te•tou, , • • "aft a. 8 . • ft r • ft,.
ren. Two et. min of a, t art'
said to have d ed r lack . ei ate.
teution while lit' "Brecht..., ' erre
practicing "liealag" b: faith env!
methods.
Small ere, me; le e tees a rent
hats L le!t• k.41111 ears
; eille 'A' aft.
lta pre. tali, g C' 0 Illuet
serious term re r stomach
trouble. ; he cure •t rion ate;
hertdag• o• c regutittP tr. towels, Is
0- liar • . ii
• 1,• ' to i err ity
in tn I•4/1 . .tiring
every pedestrian en the streets to keep
on to the right.
:Jur bee/ metal roofing and gutteriug, or repnir er
re-pent the old. Be•t pumpa free?, tie re free ra-
tan. 1.4 Btu: ( hum-ware) store. granite ii
ele-el • • el, tin and wooden ware. It etII pee .e ell to twine
See
.'r V -147- fka, 70' C.; ,
Jiro. B. 'hasttLs.aaM. •
Hopkineville, Kentucky.
LAIcOnsM. BRECKP.NR mar CAT12'1LA.P
7---;i#-
al,.ernpa!--y
::NCORPOR2-TE1)
L'ACS' r & L ST-LI:KAN,
t ef vorvil
.s.„outh rca D ,m Ut
Columbia Building . Lowzicviile. ,Ky.
Does the largest business in nerrueky and largest in the Southern 
St f.tP• arid ala
the largest in the world Liberal and I merrensive in Ala nagetetent.
WALTER F. GARNETT & CO., - Local Age
nts,
Hopkinsyille. Ky.
•
1' •
e
• '4 r•-• ^
S.
Ta
7"CKAGt: BL
.
_i4L1
.LUIN BA
•s •Ee.
Ho% tf. r ii•it
Fib le tattle e, j!IAPS Itki
and LAI tt stand teenty-four
!MUM; me .ortilt.••In lit
tin unhealthy ....Hut*, of ch. kidneys.
When urea enemy linen it positive
eTifirillfw of kidney tomble. Teo fre-
quent rewire to urinate or pain in the,
back, is seat convincing prme that the
kidneys .nd bladder are out 01 order.
V''kTTODO.
Thee- • • 1. ...t 1..age
..orea t•tat hi turas
.ewarne -.wit, the ere, r
talfihs ee .rc' wish r. eeviter pain in
the Meek, kidneys, be, r, bladder and
tevery part uf the to .itaey passages. P
I corrects liability to held nriu it.cd scale
log pain in pawner it, or bail freete fol-
lowing Ilse of hquer, wine or tear, and
overcomes that tutpleaeant neneeity of
being compelled to get up n.any times
during the night to urinate. 'Me nail •
and tne extreereinary eff, • • ewamp-
Root is em., realized I:. eteeds the
highea for : - wonderful eu_ .• of the
the most chstemeirer CO444.P. need
e medicine you should have the beet.
Sold by druggist, price fifty cents and
one dollar You may have e sample
bottle en.' pamphlet both alto 're by
mail. Mention New RA and send
your add se to Dr. Kilmer r- °o , Bing.
hunproi N. V The pee. of thi
taper guerautee the ge eu.....•• -ea of Mu
offer.
_
All the Kitagury Valley was once a
glacier, an Alaskan ecienteet declares
And there's enough of the ieacier VAt.
mosphere left to give many a poor pros-
pector the coldest of cold deals before
he gets safely through.
While Mr. - McKinley has recently
been reel' g recuperate from the ae•
ful strain of etending off place hunters,
Mr. Wm, Jeunines Bryan hie grown
stouter and Is enjeying Ins very best of
health. "Se-ea are the este of adver-
-ity.''
Bnekieres Armco bolos.
The best salve in the world for cute,
eruisee, sores, ulcers, salt rheum. term
-tate, tater, eeappee lands, chiblalne
oneu aid all skin eruptions, and pose
cures piles, or no pay require'',
a is guaranteed to give perfect eatisfac
eon or me:iey refunded. Price twenty
:VP cents per tax. For sale by re C.
.rdwiek
Spaites new Premier said recentle
hat his eoreory would "have the eym•
lathy of •ti Eno p." in the event of
ear with the United States Sympethe
es what Spain would need before Uncle
Men wet through with her, it's more
" likely
Just try a 10c box of Cascarets, tee
•inest liver, and bowel regulator ever
ade.
Coligrees would save inn") u.'lleeell-
.iry trouble by h riser some me lege!),
mining man to Melt over the bills before
they are primed and explain their mane
trig to the member.. That, hewerer.
would home the membere 540 moon+ aft.
er they discovered the In to be a bad
one.
Rnnning sorer. indo eat ricers and
emitter troubles, even though of mane
metre. •theirling, num lie eurd by taien
DeWitt's Witch Finset Beivii. It soothe s,
eretertians and heels. It is the great
tithe cure,
The effect of the hervrat on the for.
sign trade of the eonntry is 14110W /1 1st an
i nen-est of $!1,000,000 in the total of r x•
rears for Angtot. all of it fureishel Ft'
the two items of breadstuffa and provi•
sions. The month's inereme is, In
round traireare, one half of the total in
crease of the carnet year.
If von have evrr seen a little (Meld in
a paroxysm of whooping cote! or if
yen hare been annortei by a t existent
ticking in the throat. pm mut approve
ate the value of One Minute Conon
Cure, which gices quick relief. R. (1.
IInrdwick.
_._
Mark Hanna believed that prosperity
had really come when he had eonflsest-
ol thee $7.000 that belorced to his strik-
ing miners', money they had labored hard
reohut which, according to the contract
he merle them eign, wee held back and
forfeited by them in case they should
ever go out on a strike. This meant
panpfrity for Mark, but his ante-elec-
9%1 1°; aplroonne..ise,. were not confined to him-
- • • -
The "Bieveliet's Rent Fri-ad" iq a
fined/1r 1A5•Y“' for DeWitt's,' Witeh His.
red Salve, el teeter Toady for ereetge, .
plea While a vneeifie for pile.. it Ma
inetently reliever' end enres mite,
erniefe, emit rhenen, emmer.e an') all af-
fections skin. It never fails. R.
0. Hardwire..
Mr. Herrity has discovered that he
finemet own the Mennonites parts- of
P nneirlyeaia. He was hit matey earl,
hut then it taken a here liek to make a
grehl-bert terrible when heel tryieg to
Med on to hie place as monmitteeman in
the Donmeratie teeny for the ante pur-
!,,vo of beteneIng the paety. He cost
'he Tarte a 'mod miry Yotell in Penn.
erlvenin Not year by hee treachery.
He's out ref the' weir 7.77:__
Ousting around the erect should be
tiveidee. TOn tors WiPit,ff tO make
ennrself u oiteeet for experimenting a
snrgety. This it unnecessary; Sucher
its:kis teazle Eve Seam will cure wee
e nee rrannleted Min a Geasifter all r.
hare failed. It strengthens weak max,
tr is harmless. Sold by R. C. Hard-
w 
_ e
Mark Hanna did Ilot want tel be a tar
vet for Confederate bullets "enduring
of the war," hut to prove his patriotism,
lie recently stated that he had two sub-
Mittnes in the field. That's why the
G. A. R. men at the last meeting made
mush ado when the great patriot who
had teo eneetinite in the field walked
trete •he banquet ball. He did not say
how long his substitutes were in thr
field, but at the ninnificcet salmy of
$13 for each, we can at least know that
his patriotism cost hire tee per month.
CeM.lEteleCee
nes he
siarte.re
st
ts
nay
.14- ( more
.2er ..beee
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CURES
CAMIC-f.hAMP31)1110
RHOIA FI.11X-C1101--
EaAlsORSUS PAUSE-
A C, 80E3 oP vs*,
Yu. sic.
HEALS
W3 WRNS-SWUM*
FA10413- BITES 01
A`41MALS-5Inetar.th
eons- EXt•
BREAKS UP
BeD COLDS-LA.
GRIPPE-IPIPLULOP
ZA-CQOUP-S021
THROAT-
lit„ 4 POSITIVELY GUARANTEED.
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s-fl ES 0 eet
_
sAi.r. by a.. 0. serowlas.
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/Jove t aeltme of the *orld't beet cleanser
foe :•444 still itre.teaeoonoin:. III 4
po•-',. re. All crocen.. ,Pf ale oilly I y
'FIR"- N. K. 1P/1110"111K COMPANY
aueago, Pt. LOOS, New rk. itoostoo. MS.
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B. STCIF JEWELRY COMPANY,
zo8 and pio union St.. Nashville, Tenn.,
-57-7-7-eqm
-wee'
7
I
- •
t"
JEWELERS &OPTICIANS.
Official Jewelers to Tenoesse Centel'.
nitel, and largeat dealers in ti,e South
in highest grades of
DIAMONDS, WATCHES
AND SOUVENIRS.
The official Ctillenniitl Souvenir
spoons can Only he obtained of them.
Oh course you'll want onel
...Mail Orders Solicited. .
We tbaltP a specialty of fitting specs
fiteles to !boast tits leg ' helps to-re Eete tketeited tpcl retefeilly
telltale free et OP on. sod talk Ibis tomtit 11 o'er, mild lot MI
i nor otos. , Wittato stid 4ewsIre mitt Na, "1401 d,
See Our Exhrhit in Lommci cc alluding Section 101.106,
B. pi. Stoll jo t,Iry ‘103., :OS and 210 Union St., NitStIvint,
13 e
25 4 5 0 4
ANDY CATNARTIC
CURECOVZIPAV011i.r7rAff, ALL
.r;UGGISTS
• IP _ - • a • - h....- _ _ _ omeeweretemlowsweeeloweiew _/ 
to tare est rafter elleatirot ion e toraret• are the one lem
61'1..1444er enp er [lived:oat came eery rat-ral ree•ds. bees-a
ele owl toellet f.—e. Id. 1st" MING EFIEllt (II . Celestas. loatreaL Caa.. Sr Nee I wt. 1.1.4
ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED
Mats etock.
--- —
Male stock shows an advance of 25
per cent over last freer. aed, with a
ruarke eaily growir more active, the
•aiser in. i speeulato
mail Is,
- ---•
Ott receipt of
`teellls, a generous
- d of the most pepu
Fever Cure (Ely's
ma to demonstrate
eze 50e.
Et Y BROTI
ret Warr'. te,
I seli el from
td I ceal
- of Fey'
y well; 1
C. C
ten.
—
are reaping good
u cents, rash or
ruplet will b , mail
r Catarra and Hey
earn Bala) ouftlei-
great merit. Full
S.
r.. New York City.
arch three years:
not work; I used
nem Balm and
onle not he with-
ke„ 841 ehawmut
To i- - •.1 that' rfla y Cubans are begin•
nin e Mee fait in this county's
file, - . n toward their cane, Who
Ierre- ' • enie m the The Cubans have
Mae, . '-Sys teat nblie opinion ruled
Iii thee . euntry, see a. our goverement
tea eys aided FA aln, it ir eta natur•
at to thine
tit - such act
oft 1(theil
eta., • entild have
government woul.
Cute foe
. Bella Per,
t eood, is mei
effectual, positive
for ehills, fever tie:
poison. An anti-
tee Ieum tonic. A
appetieer. aiding
the complexion g
cents. Operant
by is. 0. Hardeie
that public opinion
e.: th• part nt our
fate of the United
had their way our
long ago have set
ermint Chill Tonic
aid does gad. An
nd pennement mire
agile. Contrite no
Marne and an up'
blood portier. Au
ereetion. It makes
d. Large bottles 50
by all dealerq. Sold
F3r Mot hers
THE discoriforts a tnjdangers
child-birth
be almost Ent-
tirely avoidedi
Wine of Card
relieves este
pectant inotlii-
ers. It gin
toneto the ye
ita 1 org au s , an
puts them i
condition to do their work
perfectly, hat make* preg-
nancy less iinful, shortens
labor and has its recovery after
child-birth. t helps a woman
bon strong ealtey children.
Yli mlE"rdne u
has also bra 47ht happiness to
thousands of Jbomea barren for
Tears. A few losesoftentdrimmgs
toy to lovingt hearts that long
for a darling baby. No woman
should negle4t to try it for this
itrouele. It c res nine cases out
of tf n. All d iggists sell Wine
of Cardue eou per bottle.
Poe seem in reeilrtre issectal
directions, mid f'' - r
It. " Ladies' L -;..r•• •-•
Ti's Chute:loco /Melons Co.. eater
move Teen
Mrs. LeuteA
Jefferson, Ga., says:
d bun m vied three years. but
"When fletook Wine of Cardol
we ha
Cold not hare key chbleren. Inns
mantas later I Ma a ftne g irl baby."
Tea Tecth.
ithout pain tor
th vitalized air.
T OF TEETH $7.
edwithout
n r"oin
th made as good
own and bridge
specialty. Al]
.nttied at
rital Par!7s,
Surin eers Building,
pkinsville, Ky.
L. & N hue Table.
ROC II ROUND.
No. 65 Accorn'dation depart.. 3:30 a. no
" 63 Fast " 6:07 a. tn.
" 61 Mail  6:13 p.
" 91 New Orleens lint. " 8:16 p. no
fORTfl.
e2 Chicago & St. Louis lim. 9:11 a. m.
ett Mail  10:81 a. tn.
54 Fast line  9 :b3 p. m.
ett Ac • emnicielati n. Vf a 7 . O. IT.
..1"10‘
I 4 3.
V tij t P.64:11,.4-eilL
Sloy;AFr YS:SAA4rt WHO ..
ir sty ..i41101 lit mosaic po • jOe
Slcuso, tAll mof .'.ma. 4,'..
'•4.1. eawe,eoc. Worse caws owed to 1
• a:. • • ye. 11011-144Set 141•14 rya*. `
ProPission.11 Car s.
Ing. ft FRMSE.
Attorney-at-Law.
OFF,XF wit. h J.I. I on r ea
Hopkineeille
W. RENE]. M. D.
l'hysielau andl
Surgeon.
OFFICE over T. M. Jones.
corner Main and Seventh,
cirri( f;1101-1:Fil e-11 I. m., 1-4 p.
itopkinsvine, y.
Bunter Wood, Hunter Wood, tt
1.1IINTEll WOOD A sus.
A ttorneye-A t.11aw .
Moe in Honing Blisk, co states ors
Planters Bank
riC•PKITSIVILLIf, • • if Ely'rrCh Y
Dr. H. TANDr,
eeeme U ar bre:, work e specialty.
°Mee over Richard and Cc's. sure,
Main Et.
EllIN gT. 1;1111
Fire aul Life
Insurance Agents.
Agents for the....
OldNiutuaiEeRefir rife
Of Newark., New Jersey,
See their new contract.
Everything in the cdnitrs.e.
L..081:3 End Real Estate
Are Specialties With Us....
Office on West side North Main, nee&
Court-house, llopkiineville, Ky.
& Wallace.
Cr. T. F. Sianten
f7is opened a branelt ef his Veterinary
He-amt.:1 end hormechneing Ph.•D 041
Eighth Street, epposite W. T. Bogie's
carnage shop. Uepkiuu.vilie. Ky miter*
he is now ready to serve the public.
ShILLED MECHANICS,
who have been in hie ernrinr for years,
shoo anything from a race horse to a
mule.
NEW SHOFH 25e EACH.
TERMS : -Cash or monthly contract'.
LISite
- --
71753
4 •
•
• ".••-lsirl
•
C rtAT16"7";
.Q85 -F:r;e:3
FERD SCIIMITT Agent
Hopkinsyille,
4As Ciii
emtle, ---m
.,- •
-Leave Hopliesville-
No. '2, Mail and Exprem, daily, r :7.0 am
" 1, " '• " " 2 :71.1 p 
ra
" i4 IlopkinsTille ard Princeton
aneommodetion  5 00 pin
-Arrive Hopkinsville--
No. 1, little andEXpress, claily,11 :30 tem
" 2,  " " 9 :50 p
" 13, Hopkinsville and Princes<
accon, modation.. . 10 20 a in
THE SHORT LINE
incennati, Louisville, St. Louis,
Cairo, Memphis, 'Vicksburg and New
Orleans, maiontr direct connection fqr
points in Arkansas, Texas, California
and
All Points in the
West and Southwest.
Through sleepers Red free reclining
chair cars from Prometo to Memphis,
New Orleans and intermediate points.
E. U. AligltwOOD, Acta
llopkinsville, Ky.
W. A. KELLOND, A. G. P. A,
Louisville, Ky.,
A. H. Rawson, G. P. A.,
Ohieego, DL
5..
I,
5",
learellte -arose
--•-•.,,re
- 
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letie'l-/f4.-1111,141;
• s4A-;
e latkohE- -4-46%01146.-
